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ABSTRACT

1'
Two experiments were -carried out, to see,,.(a) what parts of a sentence

are best retained, (b) whether these parts retained best immediately after

accitiation are also remeniterecl best after AT 4a hour retention. interval,

and' (c) whether or not the parts of a sentence which are retained depend

on the semantic and syntac tic structure o that sentence.

. .In the first eXperiment, 72 Ss learned 64 naturally occurring sentences; ,
,,that &were equally distributed across 8 categories: Actiye or Passive, Simple

. or Complex (with regard' to degree of left-branching), and Predictable or Un-
t,

predictable. &t the, retention test, either iwmediately or 48 hours later,
-

the Ss were presented with atest list including the 64 old sentences anci',;
t.. .

64 new sentences. , The nei4 sentences were formed by altering the old sen-

tences in one of feight ways: either by shifting the adverbial phrase to an

kjacent, intermediate or extreme position in the sentence, or the adverb.

(following the main v rio) `'to the, front of the sentence, or replacing the

%subject, object, verb,or.adverbial phrase noun.by a synonym or a near

synonym. Each sentence ,was presented by itself, and S had to judge %%tether

or not it was, "old" or "new".

In the second 'experiment, 48 Ss learned tife same. 64 sentences lehrned

in experiment 1: For the retention test' the Ss were presented with two cue

words (either the subject + adjective, verb a+ adverb, object + adjective, or

_ adverbial phrase noun + adjective) from each sentence and asked to' 'generate

the res t of the sentence.
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INTRODUCTION

Word strings have played only a small-part in retention studies.

There are at least two reasons (for this. First, it has proved dif-

ficult to find adequate descgip s and measures of word strings and

1

sentences. Second, association theories have always dominated verbal

learning and these have directed_the attention of exp rimenters*to-

wards simple connections,between elementary events, san away fr m

patterned relationships.

The` particular, problem in defining sentences is that whereas a

single item (as ina list of nonsense syllables) can usually be de-

scribed without reference to any bther item, in sentences items are

not inclependent. The role and meaning of a word depends on the se-

quence of words in which it, is embedded, and so any analysis must

take account not only of the individual items, but also of the var-

ious phrases (or structures) in which it participates.

The influence of association theory on the choice of stimulus

materials for experiments is easily demonstrated. Association

theories have generally held that all mental functioning can be re-
.

duced to elementary (neural) events which are concatenated in a

linear fashion. That is, the elements themselves remain unchanged

regardless of any combinatidh into which they enter, and changes in

the associative relationship between one pair of-elements do not

result in changes for any other combination of elements:

The problem of studying these combinations of-mental ele-

ments led to the ,introduction of nonsense syllables by Ebbinghaus

8
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(1885) because he believed they we're uniform:in learning difficultyl, and

lacked any previous established connection with one another. ex-

pected that the referents of these nonsense syllables in the mind would

be treated as separate and independent' elements and their retrieval dur-

ing a retention test could be presumed to reflect the associative

strength of -the particular ifemirecalled, which itself was assumed. to .

be a direct function of the amount of practice during learning.

The model of the mind implied by Ebbinhaus, (1885) approach is one

of a network of associations between elements; the association being
; .

contingent on the temporally contiguous occurrence in the extern ail

world of the events represented by Iheseelements; their strength de-
:

pending on the frequency of contiguous occurrences. Since no internal

structure was imputed to the mind, there was no need for the stimulus

materials to possess inter-item structural relatiOnships neither did

they:

The influence of association theory has been pervasive. Stim--

ulus materials have usually been single elements, like words or CVCs

(Adams, 967). The great interest in associative networks (Deese,

19 2, 1965; Marshall & Cofer, 1965) Russell & Jenkins, 1954) further

attests toits importance. One of the reasons for the popularity of

the paired-associates (PA) learning technique is its presumed virtue

of allowing lists of items to he treated as independent S-R elements

(Battigf., 1966; Underwood,11965a,), At times the disregard of struc-
..

ture has been carried to extremes: studies which have extended inter-

ference theory (a member of the family of association theories) t(5'.

9



4
sentences have usually treated the sentences aSlinOifferentiatia.item

. .
. ,

strings; merely equivalent to a list of hotogeneous'Worrizontally

arranged (Hall., 1955; Slamecka, 1959, 1961, 1962; SI4MeCkaI Ceraso, 1960).

-
It'should,not be tupposehat,asiociation.thepries.have either

completely dominated or'restrictively blipkered verbal learning, Indeed,

in recent years, verbal learning experimenters have been fiercely a-
.

theoretical. For many of them'theOretical bases are too often theoretical

biases; servants of their data, they have put their trust only in experi-
. 4

mental results.- Avoiding larger theoretical issues they have concentrated,

instead on investigating the functional relationships between variables,

a
remaining content with relatively low order theoretical constructs :and

empirical generalizations.'

However, he data' themselves have-led to problems of structure and

*
the outcome of this Willingness to follow the data has been an awakening

'of interest in structural relationships. These relationships may involve

sequential structures (as in Linguistic habits) or simultaneous' structures;

as in the organization of elements (ideas, images-, .r s , or whatever) in

memory. We turn now to some of the verbal learning findings which suggest

that sentences and word strings may be valuable for studying psychological

processes like learning and remembering.

Despite the ,inherent.difficulties for association theory in provid-

ing an account for complex sequential processes, verbal learning investi-

gators have been traditionally interested in serial learning from the

time of Ebbinghaus forward (Osgood, 1953, Pp. 502 ff; Woodworth 4 Schlos-

berg, 1954, Pp. -708 ff; Young, 1968). AssoCiation theories, of serial

0
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processes have been developed full, 1930
j
.Slamecka, 1964a: Stags 4

Staats, 19.66; Young, 1968), but the theories. have' neverbeen-effec-
.

tively extended,to problems of sentences and connected discourse.

Nevertheless, it has always been intended that these models.will

eventually, encompass any 'Una of 'verbal material.(Staats
.
Staats,.

1966), be it nonsense syllablesor the New York Times. Certainly,

the study of sentences-TS a lOgical extension of a traditional ver-

bal learning interest in serial processes (Jenkins; 1965).

A phenomenon which/hds been identified in the verbal learning

laboratory, and which seems particularly suited for studying with

word-strings, is response integration and organization. Underwood &

Schult (1960) have, found that in PA learning it is necessary to in-
.

tegrate.the response term into a unitary entity before it can be

'hooked up with the stimulus; Mandler (1954, /962) notes that pre=

N:l.ously discrete parts of a' response sequence can become integrated

so that they behave as a/functional unit. He.shows that these in-

!

tegrated response sequOes which are now independent of particular
0, ,-;

associative connections ke.g. as in learning to learn) may actually

have arisenfrom simple sociative processes. Battig (1966, 1968),-

Mandler .(.1967), and Tulv ng (1962, 196.4., 1968) have all pointed to
. ° .

the importance of responSe organization in almost any form of learn-

4:

ing, even within apparent'ly pure association paradigms. Sentences

are ideal for studying reponse integration as they possess structure
.

on several levels; letters Must be integrated into words, wordsinto

phrases, and.finally he sentenc itself must he integrated from the
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phrase_ structures..

e

In any case, it is difficult to escape the effects of a person's

language repertoire and Underwood (1965b) has stressed the importance of

.nguistic habits in verbal learning. These can be introduced by the S, ,

whb may form. natural, language mediators between items in a PA leariving

4-

task (Montague & Wearing, 1967; Montague, Adams & Kiess, 1966). It is

doubtful whether it is possible to step Ss from using`- mediators of that

land. They can also be introduced by tlloptlEf and the importance of ex-

perimentally stimul*ted linguistic habits

shown by Rohwer & hirs ssociates (Rohwer,

Roh/er, Shuell, $ I,ivin, 1967), whq found

in PA learning has also been

1966; Rohwer & Lynch, 1966;

that learning was facilitated

when the two items to be learned were embedded.in a sentence. Any at-
,

0

tempt td_pro e a satisfactory accopnt of verbal learning mus

, .

verbal learnink experiments in:that they may reduce inter-subj

6 .

'ally deal with linguistic processes. It may even be argued th
4

tenses are superior to single items in some respects as materi
4

iability in the kind of intellectual operations applied to the

and allow the experimenter to exercise more Control over the s

environment.

t eventu

at sen-

als for

ect var-

task,

timulus

Since it seems that the study of sentences is 'a natural outgrowth of

traditional interests in verbal learning, and that some problems are. pei,

haps best studied by means of word strings,yhy is it that sentences have

*s% -""9."

been largely ignored? Certainly the influence of association theory, and

the lack of structural measuregf'provide two' reasons. But maybe there is

,

A
a third. Although few would deny that sentences area good deal more

1 2



important in the work -a -day world than, nonsense syllables, many 'feel

that before tackling such complex applied problems it is first better

to gain a fUll understanding of the simpler world. of single items. It

'is argued that only when CVCs, nonsense syllables and words are Safely

encaged in our theoretical nets should we venture out after the big

game of sentences and connected discourse.

However, there is an important qualitative difference between sen-.

tences and single items in that the former possess interitem structure.

Because of this difference, there is point at which the further study

of single items can yield,no more information about sentences. If we

are to increase our understanding, there is then no choice but to grasp

the complex nettle of connected discourse with whatever tools' are avail-

.'

able.

Thee strategy should be to use what descriptions we canifind,for

sentences, investigate the learning and memory of these sentence's when

well understood variables (in traditional verbal learning situations)

hike degree .of practice apd.length Of the'retentIoniinterval are manip-

ulated, compare the results with those from other verbal Learning

studies, and use these comparisons as a basis'for further investisa,

rations.

,1

The task of this tnvestigatiOn is three-fold; first, to review the

sentence descriptions in the literature, and select those which seem ta

deserve further attention: second, to see what kind of theoretical for-

mulations might accommodate the data on the retention of sentences:

4

this t to generate some data on sentence retention, being particularly

1 3.



concerned to note the. effects on remembering of"traditional variables,

like- length of-retention interval and level of learnkm.g.

Measurement of Sentences:- Content and Meaning.

The major difficulties of measurement encountered in studying sen-

tences and prose, (as opposed to single items ) were, identified by

Henderson (1903), one of the first -inVestigators in the area. He noted

that the overa
,

meaning of a sentence is something more than a straight-

I

forward combination meanings of its. constituent words. A' simple woi.--d

count will net do as an index of a' variable such as learning difficulty,

since some words are cruCial to the meaning of a sentence, while others

are redundant.

Henderson introduced the notibn of the meaning unit or idea group

(IG) as an entity which might serve as the constituent element of

tences and prose passages. The IG may be defined as a linked seeof

words which :can be seen as an ideational unit. The excerpt'below from

Henderson shows how a sentence may be partitioned inteIGiT-the diag-
,

on slashes marking the boundary of each IG.

"/A bear, / climbing over the fence / into a yard/ where.,

bees were kept,,/ began at once / to smash the, hives, /

and to rob them /. of their honey./"

Henderson admitted that his divisions were subjective and somewhat

arbitrary, but he 'Argued that anyone else's partitioning would not be

sufficiently different to alter materially his results. Despite these
rr

doubts, the IC has been widely. used (Clark, 1940; Cofer, 1941;. Levine

E Murphy, 1941; Lyon, 191p, 1917). Welborn & English (1937) , -in'a

14
rt.
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review of the:studies on fOgical and rote memory, found that:1-164:01.s°
. -

measuring methods were still widely employed in essentially unchanged form.

But the arb t ary way in which IG boundaries have been defined has.conr.

tinned t2x wOrry studen s of word strings. Cofer (1941) was ably to geneiate

three sets ot- fferent IGs roM the same passage. Kay (1955) concluded.

that the whole busindss of IG par

,

tinning smacfs .a. good deal more" of art

-than- s nce. .Howlver, the onLy systematic' Moihodoiogical 'study on IGs
0

that hds-been reported is due td' Levitt (1956)..1-ie caried'Out.a series

.

of experiments onoVbund that.
,

(aT-different judges are rikely to di, ide

--.

the same material it different'ways, (b). recall scoreS--aresensitiveNto.

the way do which Mater is divided, and (d) recall is affected by ,var7

-lations T,G size,

Nevertheless; despite its'prob the'IG as-proved a'usefUI

measure of learning ondretention.. son's (1903) claim that small

changes in IG groupings, would have little fect on the results has been

generally borne out. Cofer (1941) found that s tal,scores, including

retention measured by three different IG clasificatt total number
.

of words remembered -and the number of E- defined "significant" words re-
,

called were all quite highly related. The questien then arises as ,to

what ,measures are best, and how many to use. pri the one haild -it seems.

as though :IGs are not really satisfactory as a measure-of learning and

retention, and on the other hand there is a little evidence that almost

any measure will do, even just a gross word count (Adams,-1967, p. 169),

One.way of meeting the problem of which measure to use is to factor

analyse a.number of indices, and so find out how many independent scores



are needed to define -earnin and retenti

to learn either ckne.of two prose passages (one- being Bartlett's (1932)

War of -die Gthsts) and he scored their recall protocols in seven differ-
.,

iN

9

King (1960) re'quired his Ss ,

--e-rrt _ways . These were:

(1) riumber.oftaIGs recalled, (2) number of sentences present in recap,

.3)number Of content words recalled, (4) total number of words recalled,..

(5) number of words recalled that were also presnt in the original pas-

-sage, (6) overall:goodness of recall (as rated by a set of judges) , and

(74 a modification- of the Cloze procedure (Taylor., 1953, 1956), which con-

sisttd tlefeting every tenth word from the original passage and then de-
.

terming whether or not it could be filled in from the recall protocol.

King first inter-correlated and, then factor analysed these, variables

and fOund two factors. One factor was defined by the number of content

'.1words .and 'IGs recalled, as well as by the modified Cloze score, and the

other factor was defined by the total number of words 'recalled, and the
,

number of lb-rds in common between the original and the recall'ea passage.s.

He interpreted the first as a content or organizatioh faCtol. and the

see,tInd .as a length or quantity factor. Subsequent work by King and his

associates (king, 1961; King E au, 1963; -King E- Russell; 1966; King E

Schultz, 1960; King & Yu, 1962) 'has substantially replicated these re-

sults.

Most of King's measures loaded on both of the factors,. which implies

that'''his scores probal3lyconsist of two components, a general learning

component and either an organization or a quanti;ty component. Any two

measures ,will be correlated ,(in general) because they share a learning
.4p

16
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component in common.. In some of his *other studies there was a i r .amount
!

of variation.in the loadin6 of the variables; but in almost very case a
f.

two-factorsolution has emerged; wit ?ne factor primarily related to con-

,tent and the other to length,'

These i.sUlts' suggest that..- two correlated scores are enough to de-
.

scribe perforManCe on a retention test for sentence's (although a single

measure c0111d.ierve). The first scoreis the total number. of-wgrds re-
.

membered, and'the second is' the amount of substantive meaning remembered,

as. indexed by the number of content words or IGs recalled.

In the diviSion of sentences into IGs experimenters recognize that

not all words make the same contribution to the meaning of avasSage.

The partitioning is usually done by isolating phrases containing nouns,

the boundaries betweep IGs being indicated by function words and pulicf

tuation marks. The assumption underlying this procedure is that meaning.

(or content Or semantic) density is related to learning, and that.meanin

is cai,ried by content 'words.' There is no attempt to further. de fine or

measuremeaning density; whatever it is, thenumber of IGs in a passaa

are-presumed to reflect its value for that passage.

While,thegdictinction between content and function words (alth gh

not explicitly developed by these investigators) is useful and i rtant

(Glanzer, 1962) there are two serious - objections, to IGs as a mea

op .

The first is that adjectives, although content words, have a d. ferent

status from nouns, which they qualify. An IG grouping places ours and

adjectives together and treat a noun phrase with an adjectiv the same.as

a noun phrase without on Using only content words will n t he1O, for

17



with that measiqe an adjective is not distinguished from m-a noun.

The second problem is that IGs (and content word measures) cannot take.;

,account of sequential constraints, be they structured or semantic. Sen-

tences may be more or less redundant, and surely a highly redundant seri-

tence has less meaning,-in some sense, than one which ig not so. It cer-

-tainly should be easier to learn:. The problem of structural-constraint

is treated in the next section. The que,stion of semantic Constraint has

been tackled by Becker & Carroll (1963), who have developed a coefficient

of sentence contingency, I . In order to obtain Ip they first define two

scores, 0
P
% (Overlap percentage), which is the number of 'repeated nouns

pronouns (appropriately weighted)tof the total. number of nouns, (ex-

pressed as a' percentage) and C
P
% (concept percentage), which. is the total

number of nouns less the numerator of 0
P
% (the number of repeated nouns and

pronouns) divided by the total number of words (expressed as a percentage).

I is obtained by simply dividing 0
P
% by C

P
9,5% Becker & Carroll claim that

I

2
is roughly equivalent to redundancy and they have found. that the learnl.

ability of prose passages is a function of I .

P

While the studies discussed in this section have not provided any

wholly satisfactory empirical measures of sentences; they have indicated

some important Varidbles.' The distinction between content and function

words, and the importance-of meaning density, organizational fadtors and

sequential constraints, have all been demonitrated, if no explicitly.

The tasks remaining are to specify structure rather more precisely, and

to discover how the semantic cllracteristi6s of a sentence interact with

its structural component; to- affect learning ar retention.

4
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Measurement of sentences: Structure.

Approximation tO English (AE). . The studies discussed so far have fo-

cussed.mainly on meaning and content. .A pioneering study by Miller &

Selfridge (1950) took another tack. They began with the premise that

one of the fundamental characteristics of language is its structural.

organization or patterning. Their assumption was not particularly con-

troversial; Henderson (1903) said much the.samq thing. But instead of

defining the pattern in terms of meaning, Miller (,Selfridge "defined'
*

the influence' Of a verbal pattern or context as the extent to which

the choice of a particular. word depends on the words that precede it.

In order to examine this proposition, Miller. A Selfridge compared

word strings varying in their degree of patterning. They generated

passages of different orders of approximations.to English (AE), where

0 the order of AE was defined in terms of the length of the prece4ing

contextual string of words that determined a particular word..

Thus zero order AE sequences were obtained by drawing random sam-

ples of words from the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) lists.' First order AE

required that the relative frequency of words in the natural language,

be represented; therefore words were drawn at random from conventional

printed texts.

Higher order AE passages were generated by hUman Ss. For instance,

second order AE was produced by presenting a-Common word such. as he,

she, or it to a person who was instructed to use the word in a sentence,

for example, It goes on faith and four wheels". The word directly

following the first word that was given, goes, was then presented .to

19
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another S; who. had to use it in a sentence; for example, "No man goes

easily to his death". The word easily would then:be presented to a
/

third S,'who- would have to put it in a sentence. This procedure was fol-
....

Q

lowed until a seCtuente of words of the desired length had been construct-

ed. Each successive pair of words went together in a sentence. Each word

was determined in the- context of only one preceding word.

For AE orders of three through to seven Cgixth order was omitted), Ss

saw a sequence of two or more words (depending on the order) each time and

used the sentences in a sequence. Hence n
-`h order AE was a word string in

1

which arty set of n successive words .went together in a sentence, and in

which any one word was determined. in the context of the previous (n-1)

1

words.

Miller & Selfridge gaVe word stringg, varying in both.length.and

order of AE to several groups of Ss, used immediate recall, and scored

the number of words correctly recall ds They found that recall increased

with the order of AE and decreased with increasing list length. In gen-

eral, the Higher orders were recalcledas well as organized text. They

concluded that high AE material iseasy to learn beeauagit preserves

the, short range associations or sequential debefidencies that are famil-

iar to Ss, rather than becauseiit is meaningful in any general sense. A

number of studies have confirmed these findings (Postman & Adams, 1960;

Richardson & Voss, 1960; Sharp, 1958);

miller & Selfridge used the total'number of words correctly remem-

bered as their recall score. Marks & Jack (1952) and Coleman (1963);.

..criticized this method as it fails to distingUish between words which

20
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are merely correct, and words which'are correct in sequence. Now the

short-range associations which are 'presumably preserved in high AE ma-.

4'

terial consist of at least two factors. The first is inter-item assn -
.

v

ciations of a semantic kind, and the second is syntax. Counting the

number of words correct taps the effeCt of

the influence of changes in grammaticality,

of correct words.. Marks & Jack (1952) arid Coleman (1963) found that

when recall was Scored in terms of correct sequences. or words, recall

the first component, while '

is reflected in the sequences

improved across all Orders of AE, instead of becoming 'asymptotiC at

about the 4
th

order, as Miller E Selfridge reported.

Tulving E Patkau (1962) interpreted sequences of correct words as

chunks, following Miller (1956) and defined the chunk as:

any group of one or more items which occur in a\
subject's recall in the same sequence as the input'list.
For example, if the stimulus list consists- of the sequetce
A,B,C,D,....V,W,X, and the subject recalls T,U,V,A,B,C,E,,F,-
R,K, in this order, we assume that the ten items the sub;,
ject recalled are organized into five adopted chunks;
TUV, AB, DEF, R and K" (p.90).

Tulving & Patkau found that the number of words correctly recalled

increased with the order of AE, but that the number of Chunks'femember-
.

ed was invariant. Regardless of the order of 'AE, the mean number of

chunks recalled was about or 6.
11

These findings, which w re confirmed by McNuhlty (1966) show that

higher AE material is easier' to learn because it can easily recoded, not

because it preserves shorl-range associations per se. However, recoding

utilizes both inter-item associations and grammatical constraint. Al-

though these AE StudieS point to certain variables (short-range asso-

ciations and sequential dependencies) And processes (recoding) which are

21



importanz ih learning word-strings, AE itself i% not a measure that'can

beused in the study of sentence retention for the simple reason that

it is not a measure Of sentences. fn the next section we wiil'look at

in which the_notion of sequential constraint can be applied to

(2.

"naturally occuTring.sentence/s.'

.

Sentence Predictabilit . APproximationsto English scores may also

be interpreted ,as aeasures,:df sequential constraint since by defini-

tion thd'higbet thvorder of AE, the .longer the sequence whi4.deter-
.

.

mines pr constrains any particular Similarly, the higher the

order of AE; the more predictable any particular word will be from the

precedinvconter eCler & Selffidge's ttechnique allows the amount.
.

of sequential dependency to be specified precisely, but it carries. the
0

1;implication
1*
Otat nguraLly occurring sentences

i

have.a very high order .

, ,

4

of,AE; and indeed, that.the AE-orders of all sentences are similar,
".

since in every case the apOroximation to English is perfect. Net

'intu4tiveiiit is clear that prose passages, for example, vary a

" ,

gr.;at deal .in 'predictability. There is a world of difference be-
.

.

tweehgood journalism andames.Joyce.
-

4,
These differences in' difficulty between example of English prose

have been examined by.inves.tigators interested in predicting 'read-
.-

ability (Klare; 1952) The pioneer the field is Flesch (1948). who"

combined :average sentence length Iin.Words, average sentence length in

syllables, and number .of personal words into a formula ofjeading easel'
-

Dale & Chall (1948). 'keloped an index of reading_Jafficulty that em-
,

phasizell the importance of unfamiNiar words, Uowever, both these

measures are based on net kindS. 'of variables used-by the writers who

22 .4*
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were disclised in the first section in that indices frot individual ele--
0

mentS, or simple word counts were used, and/the strutture between the

words was ignored.

Two techniques have been developed which do proVide some measure. of

.sentence predictability. Chle,also intended as an index of readabpityl

is the Cloze proceilure (Taylor, 1953, 1.956-1-, in

struck from a passage, then the S has7to,gues what fhe deleted: words
.

s
7.

which every nth word is

are. The other method is to give the S the first word of a sentence,

1

_.

let him guess the second word, after which-he is gild the correct an=.

. swer; then let him guess the third word, following whichhe is told
- , . .

what the word is and so on through to the end of tile sentence. This
,.

method which we shall call the successive guessing technique; iS.rather .

, akin to' the anticipation method of paired associates (PA) learnidg.

Rubenstein & Aborn (1958) required' Ss to learn prose,passageg and:

1,

found that,the Flesch, bale-Chall, and successive guessing scores cor-

related .61, .75, and .7gi respective4 with the amount of learning.

..

iinte the correlation between Ckoze and Dale-Chall scores ishigh,
i .-

(.94 accordihg to Taylor (1953)) , it seems as though both- learn-
..

, 0 .

ability and predictability are strongly affected by wordfrequencY.
, , 11 ' . :

It is obvious that predictability must_depend on word frequency,

since, in a statistical sense at leas't' h word is predictable simply

,

because it'is- frequent. But prN.ctabilitj, also ,depends on sequential,

constraints , and the importance of 'these have been documentedby_

Miller & Silfridge (1956) and others. However, it may be the case

that. in nature language, Sequential constra4tti are,, for all prat=
-,

23
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tical purposes, the same, and the word frequency is the only wide rang-
...

ing variable. .

Aborn, Rubenstein F,, Sterling (1959) examined the pre/ictability 9f'-
.

1
I..........

words as a function of their form class (part of speech) and.Tosition
to

N
in a sentence. Their sentences were of.three lengths, and words were

omitted frdm one of four possible positions, as ,shown in Table" 1.
,

The S'stask, was to fill in. the blank" space in eachentence, All

words were classified as either'nouns; verbs, adverbs, pronouns or -

function words.

They found that: f

(1) form class, position of omission, and sentence ,length arc all inde-

pendently effective as sources of constraints on words in sentences,

'(2) the predictability of wortIS in a class is in general related, 0

the size, of the class, (3) increasing the context beyonde.11 words does

.

,
not increase preaictabilityand (4) Words in medial positions are more

ft!

predictable than words in initial or final positions.

There are three studies which elaborate somewhat On.these-findings
/

,from Aborn et al (1959). Saltinge, Portnoy & Feldman. (1962) .adminis-

tered h1ille.r. &.Selfridge's1(1950) passages with every 5
th

word deleted
J

'

o Ss. Their task was to-replace the missing words. They found that

the number of words replaced which'were in the, correct grammatical_cate-
,0

gory (even ifthemselves not actually rrect) rose.rapidly "from zero

order to third order AE, then( flattened out, whereas the number d words

correctly replaCed,roe more slowly, but continued to rise across the

4,

higher orders o AE- Theauthorsconcluded that St could nse the'syn-

,

tactical information that was present in strings.of three'or four words

-
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SENTENCE LENGTH

6 words

11 words

t

25 words

TABLE

18

Aborn et al's experimental design.

t-

POSITION OF OMISSION

First wei-d Early medial Late medial Last word

m

k
P

3 4 6

I. 8 11

.

1 4 , 17
o

25
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even though the context14as still insufficient to determine. the precise

meaning of the missing wciTd./ This bEinclusion implies that Ss can use syn-
.

tactic and semantic information separately in predicting what a deleted

word might be.

,Fillenbaum,'Jones & Rapopb*rt (1963) deleted '"either every second, ,

, ,

4

third, fourth, fifth or sixth word from transcripts of running speech. a
_ .

They found that the predictability of the form class Of wOrds depended

on the immediate context, but that prediction of specific words depended

on the "overall semantic context and tlie si.ze of the form class of words

. from which the 4par4ular word was drawn. Again, these'resultS suggest
o

that grammatical and semantic information are subjectively separable:-

Treishan-(1965) attempted to measure the separate effects of seman-
,

tid and grammatiCal constraints. .She used 100 word passages:

4th tb
9th,.6 and orders of AE; two prose passages:, one a highly.

predictable children's story about camping, -the other an extract From.

-"the novel Lerd Jim bi,Joseph Conrad; and a passae of."Syntacti..cal

English" in which the words tere selected.randomiy from Cord Jim, except:
E

, .

for the constraint that.each word had to be the same,part'of speedh as,
. 5

... .

the 'word in the same position in a samplg 100,word extract chben to

,
provide a grammaticd1 skeleton. An exampr60. -Of the outcome'of this pro-

,

(

\
.- cedure was.

A '. 1 .1

.

"Up that scene the way had forgotten,Onaddening lumpily :'
down a!beatd. He 'is perfunctorily soft with them to- .0

1,

o

scatter .you if he was called and held to ,process

c,. ,
-- These kinds of word String are also called-anomalous'sentences (Marks

& Miller, 1964; Miller & .1sard, 1963),

26



The experimental task, was to guess every tenth word (previdusly

leted). So each S had to guess 10 words. There were two groups of(1G0 Ss

.each; each group had to guess a different lot of-10 wards, so'that in toto

thete were 100 guesses for each of the 20 words for all the 9 passages,.

Treisman defined the information content of each Word as'.-leg2pc

Mb

where pc
is the probability that-a.word be guessed'cortectiy. An,'

estivate of that probability was obtained from the'frequency of correct

guesses (each of the'20deleted words had -a total of 100 guesses).- The
r9

.L)rrect word for any .deletion was assigned a minimum probability of being

U.

guessed correctly of 0.10, 'hence the maximum ;value of the information con-,

tent for any word was.6.64 bits. (The more often a Word was guessed car-.

reCtly the greater its redundancY or predictability, and so the smaller .

is information content). The average word information content (IVI) for'

a ,passage was defined as the mean amo4m-t'of information contained by the

20 deleted words. ,

SiqCe-TreisMan,felt that -the, competing responsei in the total en-
'

.

seMble of S's guesses might ,also affect, )-lis'performaree, the average

*
amount of information tontained by 'all the guesses made was calculated.

,,

If there are m different words guessed for a particular,deletion, and

ifthe-frequencyofguessesforthe ith wordisp,then the entropy of

the distribution of responses for each blank, or its' distri ional en-.

tropy (DE) may be defined as. follows:

DE= - (pilog2pi)

27
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The DE, of a particulAx passage was obtained by finding the mean DE for all

its _20 deletions. An analysis of the conceptual constraints (or semantic

context effects) was ,made by taking guessed words illFsimilar" meaning,

grouping them in "synonym clusters", and calculating the DE of the clusters

in the same way as for words.

To compute the 'grammatical Constraints, the DE of parts of speech was

calculated. For this calculation an S's, guesses were classified as either

houns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions or arti-
, .

cles. It should be- noted .that "for both the DE of _synonym clusters and of
.,

parts of speech, the maximum information content is less than for ;words,

simply beCause the number of response' alternatives has been reduced: For

words, the popi_ble number of ifferent guesses was 100, but for parts of 4
.4*

speech,,.ij was only

TI-ei'sman" results are 5-unimarized in Figure 1. She found that in-'
,a

creasing- the order o AE increased 'the redundancy of a11 her measures.-... . .

. -
, 6thAlthough the easy-pr'se was more redUndant 'than 6 order AE, the dif

_ . ......

,, . . .."
ficult prose (the extract from Lor.....d.__) ., aithoitke grammatically redun-'

-. . .

dant, shad a higher semantic inforMation content. The ),Titactic' Englili/,,

was not only extremely high with regard to semantic information content

but its- graMmatical redundancy was the-,same as the' first order AE.

Treisman argues that the different regressiOn. slOpes'.of DE (parts

of .speech) and the- other DE measures imply that syntactia and semantic
, ..

..-cues Make independent contributions to 'word guessing. Howeverl the dif-.
.., .-' .

.. ,
ferenCe in slope's may simply be due to the different ceilirig f informe-,

ti'on content between the various -measures Aich .weas mentioned..,above.
.,-.,?
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:MoreOvet, the results from the, syntactical EngliSh suggest a rather in-

timate relation between meaning and structure: It ,seems thatithe overall

conceptual coherence of a passage is of great importance, and the in.-

.ability of $s to guess the parts of speech correctly in the syntactical

'English condition implies that meaningful assOciationsscome first, and

are prior to the structure, at least in a prediction task, of this kind.

One factor for which Treisman did not contr4,is word,frequency.
,

It was remarked above that the Dale-Chall index,A,rhich is based on word

frequency, is correlated with both 1e4nabilit nd predictablty. It

.` . .,

is possible that/the differences in,predictability between the passa
.40,

frOt Lord Jim and the easy prose sample, may simply,be.due to differences

in word frequency between the two passages. Aborn,& Rubenstein (1958)

have shown that when Ss 'are ailoWed several attempts,to replace a de'*_

4

leted word, they begin with common words, and move on to more infrequent

words, It is quite possibljthat sequential semantic constraints and

word frequency a're'both operativein Clow tasks, but no one (to my

knowledge) has .as yet separated' these two variables. Some evidence

.

that semantic constraint per se is important is provided by Shepard"

(1963) who gave Ss a fixed period of time to generate as many replace-

ments as possible for a deleted -word in sentences of varying length. .

He found that increqsing,the amount of context sharply reduced the

rate of generation of replacement words. He also confirmed Aborn,

Rubenstein E Sterling's (1959) finding that contextual effects were

asymptotic after the length of the bilateral context was increased

beyon&-ten word's.

3 0



The studies reviewed in this section show that short term sequenti4

dependencies (semantic and structural), overall, context, word frequency

and form class are all important in helping to guess words that have been

deleted from a text. Predictability is also related to learning. Ruben-

stein & Aborn (1958), whose e)iperiment was discussed above, found a modem

ately high correlation between predictability and;learning.

Slamecka (1946b), using the successive guessing technique, developed

six 20, word sentences varying in predictability. An example'of high pre.

dictability is: "The young child must learn that two and two are four,

beyond the shadow of a doubt"; and an example of low predictability'is

"With many games, good balance or speed on a return swing produced Ilhat

teams generally judge as being proper play." SlameCka found that pre-\

dictability (or contextual constraint) exerted a strong influence on

sentence acquisition, but a.rather lesser influence'on sentence reten- .

tion, where remembering was assessed by re-learning after'a six day re-,

tention interval, In general, it seems that,predictability, whether

assessed by the Cloze procedureor successive guessing, is an important

variable in learning and remembering word strings.

Although the evidence which has been presented indicates that pre-

dictabiaty depends,on structural as well as semantic factors, the only

structural factor as yet identified is _ford class. Sequential con-.

straints have been referred to, but they have not been further described,

Clearly, the operatora Which determine sequential structure are gram-

matical rules, and indeed there are studies which show that grammatical

structure per se facilitaltes learning.
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Epstein (1961) required SS to learn 6 different kinds of sentences,

.
examples and descriptions of which are'shown-in Table 2. Fromthe thither

of trials necessary to-attain criteribn, it can be,seen that the addition

of properly placed grammatical tags to a string of nonsense syllables

significantly facilitates learning: From a second study:(Epstein, 1962)

he conclUded that the facilitative effects of grammatical tags depend not

on the establishment of any sequential, associations, but on the fact that

the tags allowed the word strings to be treated as units. -dn a related

experiment, Forster {1966b) also found that grammiltical tags assisted

learning, and that the assistance was not mediated by merely providing cues

to serial order.
4

An aspect 6fsequential constraint which has not been explicitly

discussed is inter -item associations, although the semantic component of

predictability must obviously be related to the associattoinal relation

'ships of the iniividualwords. Although the operatiOn of associations is ,

constrained by context (Howes E Osgood, 1954), the presence of pre-

established inter -item associati4fts within sentenqes do. contribute to

learning (Johnson, 1968; Rosenberg, 1966, 1967a, 1 967b).

Predictability is a response measure. 1t is a subjectively defined

function of the grammati'Cal,structure of the Sentence-, andthe character-

istics, of the words (absolute and contextual freiluency of occurrence) that'

comprise the sentence. When we describe _predictability, we are not de-

scribing an inherent property of a sentence that is independent of the

outcome of the procesSing,,Or'interpreting of that sentence by a person-

In a sense, the predictability of a sentence is an intervening measure,

si
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TABLE 2

SENTENCES USED by EPSTEIN (1961): eXamples

I. nonsense syllables. with grammatical tags
plus function words 4

"A vapy koobs desaked the citar molently
um glox nerfs".

II. same as I, less the grammatical tags

e".

Trials to criterion

5.77

"a'vap koob desak the cid-tar molent um
glox nerf". 7.56

III. Items of. I in a -random order.

"Koobs -vapy the-um citar ner.fs a molently."

IV. 'Same as I, with the ,grammatical tags channged

"A vapy koobed desaks the citar molents um
glox nerfly."

V. Anomalous sentences

"Cruel tables sang falling circles to einpty
bitter pencils."

VI. Randomized words

"Sang tables bitter empty cruel to circles
pencils falling."

4
33

8.15

. 6.90

3.50,
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one that follows. its logically defined construction, 'aililvrecedes its

learning by y-a particular person.

We have noted that a sentence' structure is'described by its

grammar, and_ that gramiiatical factors are important in learrElpg and re-

tention. The next step
f
is to explain the grammatic§01 .descriptions

sentences a little further.

Grammatical models of sentence structure.

There are three kinds of generative grammars which are capable of

producing EngliSh sentences (Chomsky, 1957). 'They are fihite-state

.grammar (FSG), phrase- structure grammar (PSG), and transformational

grammar (TG).

Finite-state grammar (FSG). A F5G is a Markov source, in that the

process of formulating sentences is viewed as a series of selections of

words, each selection being determined by. the antecedent words. This

model generates sentences.in a left-to-right fashion, each word depending

r.

only on the preceding words. It is apparent' that the grammar pre-supposed

by Miller 4 Selfridge (1950) is finite state, as the selection of any par-

ticular word depends on the preceding words. Although the matter has not

been made explicit, predictability studies which are simply concerned with

the preceding amount of context are based on some fqrm of PSG.

One attraction of a FSG for psychologist is that it is (late closely .

related to association theory. For example, Hull (1930), proposed a

chaining theory to account for sequential activity in which each response

produced a stimulus for the next response. Essentially, his model may be

represented by a simple Markov transition matrix. Staats E Staats (1966)
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S-R model of language production -also may be represented by two sets of

Markov processes, one set dealing with the sequential probability of

grammatical form class, the other, embedded in the first, dealing with

the words within these form classes.

However, FSG has some draWbacks, It is not in principle adequate

as a grammar of English (Bever,'1968; Chomsky, 1957, 1959; Fodor & Bever,

1968; Miller & Chomsky, 1963;.MWer, Galanter & Pribram, 1960). It is

counter-intuitive, in that most people are aware of the endings of their

sentences when they are still halfway through speaking them. Aborn

et al's (1059) and Shepamd's (1963) finding of bilateral influence on

predictability would not be expected 'by an FSG. stein's (1962) and

Forster's(1966b) findings that grammatical tags.have an ffect over and

above the facilitation of sequential associations al.o suggest that a

FSG is inadequate. Neither do FSG's proVide a way n which chunks may

be,easily inferred (order of AE introduceS artificial =ctures into the

word strings that are not normally present in the natural language), and

we have already cited evidence which shows the importance of chunking.

A consequence of the necessary inadequacy of FSG (it has been proved

by Chomsky that it cannot generate all and only all the grammatical sen-

tences' in English) means also that association thedries are intrinsically

incapable of providing a complete account of language behavior. That is

not to .say that associations and statistical probabilities of responses_

are,not important; they demonstrably are. However, they are not suffi-.

cient, anti so we must look furthers for an adequate structual descriiption

of sent,inccs

V
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. Phrase- structure :grammar (PSG). The
,

6/aim tbat.a set of ele ts is

29

structural means that a change in one eleMentAreates syst4M4# changes

in others, even if these others are remote from the frrst..... This claim is
,

certainly true of sentences; their elements re-hbt.independent, 'and the

problem of measuring sentence structure has.arisen from the question of

how this inter-dependence should be assessed. A further complication in

the case of" sentences is that not all inter-relationships are equany

strong; the structure of sentences is hierarchical,_

A descriptive PSG takes structural units .(properly morphemes,

although partsiof speech will serve in thit. instance) and expresses the

relatI9nship between them either. by netted labelled bracketingor by a'

tree diagram (which is also called a phrase marker dr.P-marker). Both

descriptions are illustrated in Figure 2. They are actually a special

tri

case of the set of possible kinds of P-0Mkers called a binary. P-marker,

.

which is obtained by immediate 6enstituant (IC). analysis.
-

The basic procedure that is used ifi an IC analysis is to take a

sentence, and divide it into two units. This division usually divides

o

the sentence into the subject and the predicate. At the next level

down these two constructions (the ,subject and tote- predicate) are them-

selves divi:aed into their majorbconstituents, and so the process con-

tinues until the whole binary tree is complete. The process is

illustrated_.; in Figures 2 and 3.

One virtue of PSO is that it can distinguish rather easily be-

.

tween many sentences which have exactly the same word sequence (and

40
are thus identical from an associationistic view), but are actually



Sentence (S)

Noun Phrase (NP)

Article (T)
o

Noun(N)

The, Rug

50

:Verb Phrase (VP)

VerbW) Noun Phrase (NP)

Article (T)

Covered The

Figure 2. An example of constituent structure analysis,

37

Noun (N)

Platform
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ambiguoqs. For example, consider the sentence':
-

,

--. b
- .

(1) They are cooking, apples.

32

The;word.cooking may be either a present participle or an adjec-

tive. The alternatiVe-Meanings cdn be readily expressed by bracketing

the words into successively larger units, or by means of a tree diagram.

The alternative meanings are shown in sentences 2 and 3 below and also

in Figure 3. .

,(2) ((They) ((axle cooking) pities))).

(3) ((Thajr) ((are) (coOking apples)))
A

A way in which P-markers could'be used in a model of sentence genera-

tion has been devised by Yngve (1960). Consider the sentence:

(4) The old man has very weak knees.

Yngve assumes that ihitially this sentence might be represented

by s, me symbol S, leaving the nature of S ,(image, expression, concate-
.

nation'' of neurals events, pride of r
m
s) unspecified. He then generates

..

the sentence by means of so:called binary rewrite rules, which startat

the topmost node (S) ofa sentence, and proceed to work down through suc-

cessive nodes until the sentence is generated from left to.rightp° The

proceSs,mhich is really the reverse,of IC analysis, is illustrated in

sentence 4 in Table 3, The t'ee diagram which is generated by the con-

tinued application of these rewrite rules is shown in Figure 4.

Yngve was interested.in problems of mechanical translation, but

t
Martin & Roberts (1966) have suggested that his model can be readily be

. .

Coordinated to a psychological model of thelistener and, the speaker.

The occurrence of any one 'word in a sentence (whether uttered or heard)
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1.

P

'Rewnite, operations necessary to generate The Old man has very weak knees .

The ,rewrite (or decoding) operations themselves are preceded by an aster-.

isk; _Other operatunS m/ erely trans late word c" asses into words. / Tel thean

right of each. operation th.e specific nodes being held in memory are shown.

NodeA stored in memory

* NP
1

Operation

. NP 1 + VP

T NP
2

T'- The
,

NP
2

AdjP + N1. -
Adj old

-man

4,

* VP V + NP
3 .

V has

NP
3

Ad3P + N2

Ad.? Adv + Ad3

Adv very

Adi2 weak

N2 knees

= sentence NP = rioun..phrase; VP 4= verb' Phrase; T = article;

. Adj = adjective, N = noun, V = verb,- AdjP = adjective phrase;

Adv adverb

40
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NP NP3

34

NP2

Adii N, Adv Adj2 N2

Sentence ,f The Old Man Has Very Weak ees
Yngve Numbers: 2' 2 1 . 1 2

GFt-,50

Figure 4 The tree diagram or Pmarker.of the illustrative sentence,
The old linan has very weak knees. The Yngle numbers

r. associated with .each wbrd are also shown,, °



the first word, the,

carries implication for anyi following wards.

'11

35

For example, in sentence 4;

lies a noun phrase and a predi'cate. The second

.word; old, implies completion of the noun Phrase and 4' predicate. Si

the other words imply succeeding words of certain particular
n.

classes:
e ,

.r. / - 4
1-Now it is clear that some words,:havemore iMplications for the re-

maining words: than others; for example, the first is alwa.ys pregnant with

sentential possibility, while the final word is always batten. It may be
r I

con-veniently assumed that at the time, any pajcular terminal word is

'writt n out (or received) there, exists a setaof expectations about what

classes of words are_to come, these expectations (or in- the .case of the

speake r intentions.) being carried in short-terMmemory (SM.; The

finit capacity of SIM is well established, d so':t comes as no siir7-

prise that 'the number of nodes which may be lied at any one time are

'quite limited, This guggests that the average number o nodes in Silk,'

dur,ing the course of a sentence might provide an ,index of i)erhaps com-

prehension or learni'n&difficulti.- Equally well,- the number f nodes"

n ST'I for-,01 particular word may be said to reflect the depth stfuc-

i alp embeadness of that word,

n the case of sentence 4, the number of nodes in SIDI, for each ter-, ;

ninal HwPrd are show"n Tab ler3, - 'Nie number of Ode's in memory for a,

word may also be obtained .y couetiny, the,number pf bijanches leading
I. / !

:that word in the tree diag arTI (Yngve, 1960. Mail-, tin. 4 Roberts (196,6)

'have s ade§ted iha-t such n

follow ) heir suggestion;

Umbers bb
0

C mpult at io

I

9 j,
ailed Yn Ve numbers', and we will

i , I

s of Yhglie numbers are shown
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I.

. Figures 4 and 5.
.. ..

. ,, .)- 1,,Some basic properties o Y gve numbers tare worth noting. Fikst,
.

1 t
)

theg.carry only structural ikf rmati factors as word-class Jun-
.:

4

I '14

'certa.tnty are not taken into account. This because yngv ers

are _assigned to word classes only on the basis of structural relations
_, fbtween word classes. Second, an Yngve number must- always be a non-

4-7-0

negative inter: it is zero only for the final positiOn in the sen-
.

tence. If Y: is the Yngve nu thmber of the position, then' Y.-1 cannot

be 1,arged. than 4.; and if there are n words in ra senten e, the
:kr

largest Yngye numbei. *Cannot be larger than n-1. Given the e firoper-

tieS., the mean depth of:a sentence is bouedas follows (% here mean

depth is equal to the average of all Yngve iwmbers of the erae
- words, and which may be lirrtten as Y) :

. .
, I

.
...'..1\

Yngve's index it not the only possible measure \of sentence corn-
, ..,

,,.... .,
plexity that may be derived from PSG P-ma.rk rs, no entirely

adequate. Structural
embeddeA

ptnesS is defied in such,a way that left-
, I1.' . I

branching, Self:.emb,edding and multiple br ching- all cdntrib te qudl-
\

.; . . i /, . ... /

/ ---1--tci depth r,' However, 'Miller (19;2) and t, ler & Isard 641) hav\
/ .. ..

shown that a, nctilt.ply sialf-embedd d sentenc is particdlarly difficul
.. -. .

. .1, \. , b

to understand..., ut this . evidence doe. not, o course, inv adate the.,

'/ 1 /

. .

api3licati`Ori of , Yngve measure ..to. her sen ences.

,- Tr.ans formatilnal' Grammar (., 1!hateve the efulne of PSG to
,a-

pSychol gicadteorv, ii is n .herally /agreed b lin Ji s 'ti-it it
e Q. f' i \ ;

is in ihcip0.`e insufficient o rovide adequate gen rat kre model
4).

I.



Sentence . The Photograph Has foBeen taken By The ,.. Eitiy

..% Yngve no. d = 2 1 3 2 , 1 1 1 1 \ 0
Mean derrth''ar Yngve value af seriter14 Ed /na. of v4irds = 11/8 = 1.375

Sentence :
Yngve no. d =

et,

The

.2
Secretary Has Typed , The Poper

`1 2 1 1 0
Mean depth or Yngve value =1.167 on-so

/:
S. /An ilii.ustratioqi of the' way Ynxire values are calculated.

'The ngve nu or of a particOlar word is its depth of
embe ding' in t e sentence, arid is tho slim of the left
branc es of th tree at each /node, when proceeding from

tree down to /the word in question,the 'top of p-1

4,4.
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.t-

of language. ertoinAdnds of sentences cannot 'be. properly handled by

a PSG-: For exa le, consider:

(5) John is easy to please :7

(6) John is eager to please

and

(7) John hit the ball

(8) The ball was hit by John

The first pair have.the same surface structure (i. . their trees.are

identical), but a different meaning, while the secon pair have dif-

ferent phrase structures, but thesame.meaning. \It has Been proposed

(Chomsky,' 1957, 1965, 1966; Miller, 1962), that each actual r:sui.face

sentence ,is derived from some Underlying base sentence, and th the

. , . . N
sentence which is written or spoke is obtained bY. transfo ming th

ilk base sentence. Th14 in the examples i is argues that the base sen-

/-
tences in 5 and 6 ake different, but that in 7 and8 they re the

A satisfactory-l'Isyntactic description sh Id determine uniquely the

semanti

The dee

semantic

phonetic

/ then con

inter.pretation of a sentence (i.e. what

structure (which contains thd base sentence) de

the senten e -means).

nes the

interpretation, and the surface structure deter s the

form. The grammar, according to transformational rammarians,

ists A a syntactic component, which generates syn actic

descriptions of deep and surface structures, a semantic component,.

which assigns a semanti interpretation of the deep structure,/and a
7

phonological component,' which assigns a phonetic interpretation to a

surface structure.

4 5



TG has undergohe one majoil;yevision since its first formulation.

Since the first version. has had'a.great deal of impact in

fitting to describe it. Consider the sentence,(from

Chomsky, 1966)

(9) f- expected the man'who quit work to be fired.

It is assumed that the:sentence-is synthesited in- the Anner shown in

Figure 6. The base component zenerates 'three base P-markers, properl

:represented by symbo

1

s, here shown as sentences. These, are,.

I expected it (B1) , Someone fired the man (B2), The man quit work (B3).

A series of transformation are then perfOrmedon these base sentences

(actually, symbol strings). First, a relaiive tranSformation cr )
,,

1 : rel

changes B3 to Wh-(the man) quit work. Second, an embedding transform-

39

ation (Ted) combines B2 and B3, and deletes the man, to get Someone

fired the Man who 'quit work. Third,-a passive transformation (T )pass

converts B2 and B3 to the man who quit work was fired by someone.

Fourth, another trantfortation (r
del

)...delete's,by someone, Fifth, T
etb-,

is applied:to Bl and B2 and B3, to' produce I expected the man who quit

work was fired. Finally, a tense transforMation changes the finAl was

to to be, to arrive at sentence 9.

It may be noted that some transformations are obligatory if the

sentence
is

be
grammatical,

'rre 1
and T

del'
whereas others

are optional, like T
pass

, and T
te

, A so-called kernel sentence is ob-
.

tained when only obligatory transformations are applied. /
This version of TG has been roundly criticized (Ch msky, 1965), ith

the result that the new model introduces all meanin earing elements into

43
4
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B expected it)

Timb 7 Tie

(Someone fired th- man)

B ( the ma quit work ) - Tie'

Tpass Tdet

GR-015

Figure 6. (Followin Chomsky, 1966). A T-marker showing the trans-
formation 1 derivation of I expected the man who quit. Work
to be fir d, according to the first v rsion of TG. (see

text for xplanation).

// 47
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the b se, .with! the task of the transformations being to inter-relate the

sentences\\in the genelialized base P-marker, (in the example) in Figure 6,

a generalid P- marker would embrace B1,B2, and B3. The pr cedure is

illustrated in Figure 7:

Transformations operate first on the most deeply embedde sttuctUre,/ .

A and work their way up. First T is applLdto the bottom phras , marked
ref

A. Then, turning to phrase B, the relat e clause and thefo11

man, are inverted. Next, phrase C is integrated, and the du subject

omeone,-is deleted. N to that the passive, a meaning bearing;element,

is corporated into:th P-markei. Finally, the remainder of theseli-

tence i integrated, an the tense changed. The result is sentence D.

tjThe critical change betveen -this and the previous version is that all

the semantic information is contained in.the generalized base P;marker.

The foregoing is relatively non-controversial. The same is not

true aboutthe questions of how thA base P-marker is generated, and
0

how it is giv n a semantic interpretation (Chomsky, 1966;.1!einreich,

'1966). It is su ested that the base (which produces the base P-

tmarker) consists of t% parts, a categorial co .onent, all a dicti n- G.

FT or lexicon. The categ ial c onent consists of rewriti rules s

..\

which are defined'on either ca, symbols (nouns, adjectives,

etc.), complex , .mbols (category symbols `and a matrix of semantic

'f4tUres, e,g. noun: + animate, + count), and dummy symbols..

The categorial component generates a pre-terminal string of

syrbols, The lexical items are then inserted according to two cti-

tia. The First is strict sub-categorization, which specified the

syntactical restraints on an item, e.g. noun, transitive verb, .etc,4



NP VP

1'

Fi gu re 7

expected

NP

VP

. "
fired NP' by

N
Det

the

man

42;.

passive

NP VP

the man V NP

I
quit work

011-513

(Following Chomsky, .1966),. AJgeneralized base P-marker
of I expected the man who quit to be fired (see text for
expIarta t Ion 1

4 9
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and the second, selectional congruence, which specifies the seantid

restraints on an item,.e.g., the phrase; pregnantstone violates Se-
.,

mantic constraints. The flow chartof such a process is.shown in.

Figure 8: The TG-model is much more ambitious than PSG or FSG,,-and

oecourse,.in a sense it includes these latter two. descriptions. We

have already-shown that although.FSG may be inadequateas a' grammar,

when realized as association theory, 'or AE, it .can. be 'quite useful in-

explicating psychological processes. Similarly; the surface structure --
.

may provide indices of /earning difficulty (Martin & Roberts, 196) ,

-

and
0

-it is certainlk important in sentence perception 1962;

-

Neisser, 1967, Pp. 259 ff). The'questiomenow is does TG ha

value-as a model of psychological functioning?'
-

If the meaning of a sentence (that part of it which is important,

fon understranding or comprehension) is found in the abstract under-

lying .base structures, then speed of understanding should be related
.

. . ,

to 'the number of transformations
.

which intekvene between the base -and

e ..: .

V1

surface P-markers. This.predictionihas been, widely tested and with

6

some qualification; has usdally,been 'confirmed (Clifton t Wet, 1966F

Clifton, Kurcz & Jankins, 1965; Gqugh, 1965.1 Mehler, 1963;' Miller,

1962; Miller & McKean, 1964;'Slobin, 1966; Ervin-Tripp & Slobin, 1966).

Ina subsequent section concerned, with theories'of memory, we will

discuss this and*otherevidence in 'Mort detail.

Theories of memory and some related evidence.

Our discussion began with questions about the ways in which sen-

mfght be de'cribed in order that the retention of sentences

60
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could be studied. We have seen that meaning density, chunkability, pre-

dictability (syntactic.and semantic) and structure are all important.

\

It is.now time to consider some theoretical conceptions of memory, some

of which grow out of the.previoys discuss\ on;-and related evidence.
_/

\Traditionally, memory has been regartd as a dOmple
(

netipik-of.

(

associations,, the elements and their bonds being conceived accordin-g -t

'classical association theory (Bahrick, 1966; Humphrey, 1951, chap. a;

Wales & Marshall, 1966).. It seems indisputable that memory is associa-,

tive, with discrete elements (specific memories) being stored, but it

is equally beyond dcAubt that memory has dynamic and structural

teristics as well (Bartlett, 1932; Neisser, 1967).
I

Indeed, for

memory is organization (Ma dler, 1967, 1968). But there is a great

harac-

some,

deal of evidence which shops that associative connections are impor-

tant (Adams, 1967; Cofer, 1966, 1967). The truth of the matter isc*

probably that associative relationships: are both organized And

structured,' and it is the extent of the role of the organizinl'or

structural factors which is interesting.

In the first theory that we will consider it is argued that

memorizing involves abstracting information from the input, storiAg

the abstracted (and re- organized information], and then reconstructing

input at recall. Bartlett (1932) and Katrina (1940)'weie among

the originators of abstractive theory, but the most 'recent statement

of the general idea comes from Gomulitki (1.956). Bartlett found that

in the recall of prose passages many details were omitted, other's

changed, and still. others inverted. He concluded that the past

52
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.

.operates as an organized mass rather than a group of elements, each of

which retains its specific character. However, as Katona realized, it

is possible to remember detail.,,- and indeed fixed trace, or association

theories have enjoyed their greatest successes in the field df learning. ,

Gomulicki argued that what is'needed,is,a ,glexible trace theory. Using

'prose passages of varying length (13-95 words) and immediate free re-

ca;47Ae,found that'Ss omitted material in a highly selective fashion.

..

U important words, phrases, and even sentences were deleted, indicating
--

t at an abstraction prbcess (called mnemic abstraction by Gomulicki) .

/ . ,.\ ,

was operating imnedialely on incoming material. This same process had

- , .

been noted bi Henderson 11903), and Lewis (1933) but not by Bartlett,.

who, in obsehring repeated recalls, was more st6ngly impressed by the

vulnerability to distortion' or f getting of every aspect of the in-
.

put;,

.
Gomulicki's

.

findings imply that an S is able to decide immediatel'>\

!which parts off. sentence are important, and abstract accordingly.

fact, he Olund that verbi were best remembered, followed by- agents (the

logical subjects),-followed,by the recipients of an action: Items

which 'retarded the narrative Of a pass5ge, such as purely descriptive

seneences, were rememberedleastell, These results led Gomulicki to

conclude that what is-remembered1is an action-agent-effect'unit, which. -

in-Gestalt terms compri4es the figure of a passage, the remaining words'
kte!

constituting the ground. -

Evidence supporting nomulicki's view comes from Manaler & Mandler

(1063). Apy presented sentences astrserial fists, a word at a time,

53
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using an anticipation procedure. They found that the normal U-shaped

.serial learning-curve did not appear; whether or not a word was learned

quickly rather d Tided on its contribution to the o'g're meaning of a

,*:
f

settence. The toa yani.ng was not always organiz d into syntactically

valid units either; any meaningful combinatioriS of words could serve,

\

but usually the core meaning was carried by an action-hent-effect

unit. A typical result is shown in Figure 9. Pompi & Lackmap (1967)

propose a theory which is sirular to Bartlett's. They write:

"The point of view taken here,is that a fundamental
.characteristic, and perhaps t}ie central mystery, of
mean'ngfully connected discourse, is that is generates

sur gate structures which are'not absolutely depend,-
ent on the verbal material. The structure o the

discourse is critical: a surrogate system (som
combination of theme, im ge, schema, abstract, oor
Summary) depends for i s appearance upon, amon
other things, the word q der of the meaningful
material.... .4

implicit in this statement is the view, that an
agrammatical list of words,may generate.an
"essential idea" or surrogate process if
associative relationship's of sufficient mag-
nitude exist beew en the Word". (Pompi & Lachman,
1967, PT), 143-144

They carried out two exRer ments, tesct\ing the recall 'and recogrfiition bf

73
\

word passages af-Connected discours They found that the data were

consistent with the view that Ss store su3 ogatestructuresi in other

words, Ss recode material into semantic chunks, dn argument which is

very close to that advanced by Henderson (1903) about the Importance

of 1Gy or meaning units Tn Pompi Ti'Lachman's formulation though, the

surrogate structure may use different lexical items: from the original.

A second theory Of memory coee:, from TG. In essence,Athe argument

is that what is stored is the deep structure of a sentence, and so

51.
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Figure 9, An illustrative_otaMpl.e from Mandl:ex and Mandler (1963),
(See text fax' explanation),,
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learning involV s recovering the deep structure from the surface-stru&

quires the reverse process. It followS that,insOfar,ture, and recall

as sentential comple ity is a function of syntactic variables, the com-

plexity of asentence is measured by the number of grammatical transfor

mations intervening between the deep and Surface structures. A. plausible'

addition to this hypothesis is that the meaning of a. sentence and its

syntactic Characteristics-are in some wise stored separately (Mille -z; 1962).

Marks 4 Miller (1964) gave Ss a set of 20 sentences

free.recall task. They used four kinds of wor'

meaningful sentences, grammatical but-seMantically anomalous sentence's,

an immediate

rings, grammatical and

anagram stringS, and random_werd strings. Examples of .each. .kind are,

shown. in Table 4. Semantically anomalous sentences were created by re-
:4

placing words in a particular, sentence with other words ofd the same

0

form class froth elsewhere in the list of 20 sentences. This procedure

resulted in a violation of selectional restrictions. Anagram strings

l'Were crated by rearranging the word order of grammatical sentences,

resulting in 'a violation of rules of strict sub-categorization (as
,, .

i some cases; as selectionaf restrictions). The random word;
./ .

trings were obtained by randomly choosing individual words from var-

ous of the ,,,20 sentences:

The dependent variables (obtained froM the free recall test) were

tai-number.of wordS correct regar-dless of pbsition, number of strings

complete y correct, and the number of words which were correct and, pro-
,'

perly positioned. ' Overall, normal sentences had many,fewer errors than/

the other word strings, anonalous sentences and anagram strings had

..,
5.3



SENTENCE TYPE

-Grammatical:

Anomalous:

Anagram String:

Random Words:

if*

TABLE 4

Examples of the types of sentences-

)

Marks E Miller (1964),

EXAMPLE

Gallant gentlemen saved distressed damsels

Gallant detergents fight accurate fumes

Distressed gallant saved damsels gentleffieri

Accurate gallant fight fumes det ergent

11
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approximately the same number.of errors, and the greatest number of

errors were due. to the%random word strings,

Marks & Miller also looked into different kinds of errors; in

'particular, those of inversion, bound morpheme location and intrusions.'-'

A summary of the distribution of error types is shown in Table 5. Jhey

argued that intrusions can be considered-as semantic errors, related

to decisions as to which words may combine in a sentence, and thus they

occur most frequently in anomalous sentences and word lists, where

semantic rules are violated, Bound morpheme errors and inversions dan

b onsidered as syntactic errors; the first related to grammatical

tags, and the secondt word order. It may be seen from looking at

Table 5, that theSe occur most frequently in anagram stringSand wo-fd

lists, where syntactic rules are violated, The association of semantic

errors with semantic violations, and syntactic errors with syntactic

, .

violations, led Marks & Miller to conclude that meaning. and syntax,are

coded separa ely.

Mehler (1963) compared immediate recall of differently transformed

sentences, He used active or kernel (K), Passive (P), negative (N)', and .

t

ansformationh, as we11 as the following Combinationsinterrogatory (Q) r

t\Qof these, PN, NQ, P , and PNQ, Recall was aided by a protpt word; eitheX/
1

the subject or object of the sentence. He found that kernel sentences

were lea ned more quickly and that errors that did occur were usually

ones of simplification, He concluded that the transformation applied

to a se tence' was coded separatel from-the sentence its-elf,

IsSaVin & Perchonock (1965) ed.a task based on Archimedes'



TABLE

Summary of Marks & Miller's (1964) results( for error types.

(Shown 'are the mean. proportion of error* over all trials per S)

I

SENTENCE TYPE

Grammatical

Anomalous

Anagram strings

4 I a

I

Random words

7

Inversions

.02

ERROR TYPE

Bound Morpheme. Errors

;13

.07 .27

1.94 2.63

30 .

1 Intrusions

,06

1A0'



Principle in which Ss were presented with a sentence plus eight un-

related words,and then immediately had to' recall both the sentence

and the wordS. The'nuMber of words that could be recalled provided

.53

an indek of the amount of space in short term memory that was occupied

by, the sentence.. They found that the number of words recalled-de-

pended,on the naber of transformations ocontained in the sentence

and sO'Contluded that a kernel sentence was stored separately from

'any transformation that was applied to it.

Clifton, Kurcz, & Jenkins (1965) presented Ss with a test list

of 96 sentence's., 48 of which had been seen previously, and the Ss had

to press a key when they detected a sentence that they had seen before.

The distractors (or new sentences) varied in that they Were either the
/ .

K, N, P, or PN form of the oldsentences They found some evidence

that sentences-which are grammatically similar are also similar

psychologically. However, the relat'ons p was, not a simple one, in

that the prohabil ty of falsely recegn ing a new sentence as an old

one has d.i/fferenl for the different transformations, and the effects-
,:

of PN wereinot "simple additive., function of the effects of P and of N

sep rately1, /

Further evidence about the relationships of the transformations

imposed on a sentence tvbric another, is provided by Clifton & Odom

(1966), aid Slehin(1961). The first two authors found that in contra -

diction to. Mehler (1963) and Miller (1962), a prism. model rather than

a cube model of the relationship between the various optional tran,

formations obtains (See FipuTe 10). They re-analyzed.Mehler's dat

/and concluded that they, too, fit a prism better then a cube mo e



1'

Question (CD

Passive (P) ,

v.

GP-510

Figue 10. (Following Clifton & Odom,.1966), A schematic representa-
tion of the cube and prism models, both of which purport to
describe the relat on between the various transformational
.operations
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Slobin (1966) fOun that syntactic and semantic factors interacted When

sentences were veri red with respect to pictures. He found that syntac-
.

tioally Simple negati es took more time to verify than relatively more',

complex-passives.

The evidence suppor s the view that P, N, and Q carry a semantic

component, an opinion arrived at independently by linguists. These so-.

called transformations real y belongyin the base. The' experiments

'which we have discussed grew out of the, first version of TG. In gen-
.

4

\\,

I

.eral,.theit'outcome supports t e second version,
'

These results do not, of curse, inform the hypothesis that the

complexity of a sentence depends in part) on the number of transfor-

mations used in its derivation. ey merely indicate that some opera-

tions presumed to be transformationa were actually not.

A modification of this view come- from.' Fodor & Garett (1967).

They suggest that the complexity of a sentence is'a function not only .

of the ttansformational distance from it base structure to,its sur-

face structure, blxt also of the degree to which the arrangement of

/elements in the surfdce structure provides cl\ues'to the relations of.

the elements in'the deep structure. To a certain extent this view,

and the p e ious one (nat only the number of transformation are im-

portant).yield similarpredictions as in general, increCsing.the-dis-

tance from base to surface structure tends to excise cues to the for-

mer. However, they assert that cues to deep structure, and npt the

. number of transformations involved is the importantfactor. This view

also a.;surxs that in order to un derstand a sentence 't is necessary to

/

.6 2
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rehend the deep structure.

56

r

If it is some representation of the deep structura thatis snored in

memory, then it is conceivable that optional transformationS-, which simply

realize the surface structa-e, are simply discardedionce the sentence is

understood, Since tqe studies cited have used opefafigns that were -(on

tthe_basis of current 1I)_ misnamed' as transformatIoli rUleS they do not .

test this notion. Although the number of trantforpationa rules or cues
,

to deep structureshould:affe^ct the rate of'acquisitibn of a sentence,

,once the deep structure is recovered,'they should bexdpi-d1)sforgotten.

This vied, is, of'course, similar in some .respects to Gomulicki's.

Savin (19&0) compared memory for surface structures derived either

,

by self-e7bedding or by 'right-branching. Using the Archimedean tech-

nique of Savia& Perchonodk (1965) hQ found that both. tYpes.toOk 9p the

same amount of space in memory. Howev , he found that xecalI:for the

0

self-:embedded sentences was poorer, eve though their senspc, was preserved.,

which suggested to 6avin that the'senten es were processed and stored in

terms of their deep structure. N.

-Sachs (1967) 'duditorily presented prose passa to Ss-.'Pas'Sages

t .

ranged in length, from 27 to 180 syllables, and at the end'of,f0passage,

a test sentence was presented which was either.similar to, or the sq176.

as a sentence in the passage. The number of syllables between the

first occurrence bf a sentence and its test was either 0, 80, or 160.

example. of the variation between sentences is shown below. One of

those would be a test-sentence.

lie ',unt., a lottrr ahout it to Galileo,' the great

63/
//
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'Italian scientist',

Semantic change' Galileo," ithegrea
a

letter about it.

PaSzive changP
.

t Italian Scientilt, sent jhim

A letter, about--

.
Italian scientist.

Formal change - He sent Galileo, the

-letter 'about it.

Sachs found that judgments'werg uniformly excellent when the intqr-

e .

polation- interva l was zero, but:that after 80-syllables of inte

as sent to Galileo, the great

great 'Italian scientist,

.57

material the ab ility to recognize syntactic changes had fallen a

sharply, while semantic changes were still readily detected.

Her findings support any view which argues that what is stor d in

memory is some abstractio'n from the input. Her results provide evidence

olated

for Gomulicki's'position, and to a much lesser degree, for the TG posi-

tion: Although the Formal change was, not detected, neither/was the .

Passi've, which involved a change in the base.

Sachs (1967) took no account of context, yet clearly cont'oAt

very helpful

assistance'.

the precise

tractor sent

semantically while offering virtually no grammatical

3.s

It is possible that her Ss; gthoUgh, not able to remem-

sentence, were able to determine whether or not a dis-

ence was a possible candidate. All of thesyntactic

variations were consonant with the context, but the semantic ones

were not.

Mogman 6 Strasbei-g (1967) employed jective reports as one of

their sources of data in an experiment stud ing,the use of gramMatical
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transformations. They found that subjectively at least, Ss did not learn

the transformations through the-iise of images related to the .words in the

sentence, They suggest; therefore, a "semantic,recoding" theory. It re-
A

quires that a' distinction be drawn between the transmission code and'the

semantic message. The grammatical structure is presumed to be part of the-

transmission code, but no.t part' of the semantic message, which is in

memory, It seems clear that singulary. transformations form part of the

transmission code: and the basd constitutes the semantic message.

That grammatical cues are important, regardless of the semantic

inter-relationships of words in a sentence, was shoWn by Rosenberg (1966).

He compared the effect of grammatical, and ungrammatical, word order, and

. various degrees of free-association strength between the words, on the

acquisition of sentences, Both factors were significant and independent.

All of these studies have used short retention intervals. In addi-

tion, they have not controlled for level of learning, so the main con:

elusion is that grammar makes a difference to sentence acquisition, and

that what is stored. is primarily words with perhaps_ some -gramma,ical

'malicers attached, Gomulicki's hypotheses remains.as the most plausible

description of the end result, even though its achievement probably de,

ponds on grammatical complexity.of some,kind.

A third type of theori of memory for sentences comes from PSG and

Ophasizes the importance o surface structure, this theory lh is

generally: asserted that what' As stacked away in store are chunks.

1936), and that chunk boundaries are derived from the surface structure

of a .;ntence'.- 1;e may bcgIn by ,mentioning som contrary evidence to TG

, 6 5
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i.e.-The psychologidal importance of transformational complexity,

Salzinger & Eckerman (1967) used nonsense syllables in quasi-
,/

;sentences, an effect which they achieved by the judicious addition of.

paefixes and suffixes. They found that the effect of graMMaticai

1
----

structure Was significant las opposed to random orderkngj but thatdif-

ferent t Sformations had nb different effect, Martin tr Roberts (1966),

Who use Yngve numbers as indices of surface complexity, varied complex-

ity and transformational.structure independently and found no increase,

'in diff'culty as transformations were added, theydid find a distinct

and con tItuent effect of increased complexity. Martin & Roberts also

reanalyzed Mehler's (1963) results and, found that they ,could be ex-

plained,solely in terms of differences in Wipe complexity between sen-

ttences Mehler also confounded-sentence lengt with the number of trans-
('

formational operations and Mart*1 ,,Roberts (1967) have shown thatsen-

,

(

tence length is an inTortanc variable,
1.^

A PSG description has also been used by Johnson (1965 a.&/b) as the

a

basis of a model for encoding and generating sentences. There .re a

number of illustrations in everyday language behavior Which suggest that,

p

sentences may be encoded in unitsr larger. han discrete words. For example,

there are stress

there are hesita

and intonation patterns t at span several morphemes, and

ions of varying length betwoe\words and grobpsof words.

. There is plenty f evidence that pauses indicate encoding decision points

\\\

,

in speakers (although there are-other causes) and'usual y pauses are

separated by several words (Goldman -Eslcr 195Sa. 1961a 1961b,

Lounshuty, 1954; Maclay & Os,!3od, 1) 59, Suci; 1967 Tanne aum,

6 3
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Willams; & Hillier, l9654----E4dence for the importance of phrases come

from .Fodor &-Bever (-1965)i who found that phrases were seemingly per-

ccived as units in that stimuli arriving at the 'receptors during the

course of a phrase, are perceived as/arriving at the receptors during,

the course of a phrase, is perceived as arriving either before or

/-

afterwards. Johnson suggests that there, is.a correspondende between

the word sequences described by a P.-marker, and the functional units

into which plrople encode sentences.

One way to detect, the language units that Ss use is to study the

process of response integration 'as they learn grammatical sentences.

Jo!..nson (l96:;) argues.

:If subjects do handle language in large units: 'they
should integrate the units before ,trey put the units .

together to integrate the sentence. That is, during'
the course of.learning, the subjects should learn to

go from one word to the riiext word within a unit before
they learn to go from the". last word of one unit to the
ftist word of the next unit. exefore, if subjects
are stored (SICi)for the probability of going from,a.

ric;ht word to a wrong word (i. a, transitional error)

for each transition within .a sentence,-the probabiliti.s
.should be lowest for tranSi ons -within units and
greatest for between-unit t ansitions." (p. 48)

0

In a PA learning task, inwhich the stimuli were digits, and the

responses were sentences, Johnson found a highly significant relation-'

ship' between transitional error probabilities (TEPs) and the surface '

structure of the sentences. 'Iwo exa Ales of the relationships are

shown-in Ficure 11. It may 6e noted\that the TE pattern reflects

1:ithinphrase as well as betweenphrase structure. Indeed, the level,

or the coi.c.tituf_.nt divisirm in an IC analysis* (illustrated in aIalL1.

LA, highly L.rre1;.ited .NIth the TiTs.
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Tail Boy Saved The Dying

.11 .05

6

12 t .07 .03

Woman

.02 .

The HOuSt3 Across The Street

.01 .14 " .02

is Burning

.02.

0,6614

Data taiwn from Johnbon.(196S) 'illustrating,the way. an -

which transitional error porbabilities (T6E.P.$) are
related to the surface.structure of the sentence. .
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House Across The

Figure I2 An illustration of th way in which a tree agrani

represent different I 1 vels of integration of the wor s

in a sentence.

GT4-51.2
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Johnson (1965)reports a series f" further experiments, which show

'63

his resultScouid not be accounted for in terms of pre-existing word

associations, althbugh!such associations certainly can have some effect,

a qualification bOrne out by Rosenberg C1966).

T-
However, it is doubtful whether a surface structure account is'

adequate. Bli:imenthal :(1967) g4ve three presentations of a list of sen-

tences to , and then-presented -a prompt word for each se \t nce and

asked the Ss to recall, it. His sentences were either of the orm "The

child was warm by the stove" or "The child was warmed by,the stove".

The surface 'structure of these sentences is the same, but thei- under-

lying structure,is quite different. In-.the first case, "by the stove"

i.is an adverb of place, and in' the:second case it is the logical subject.

1- When the prompt word was "stove" (or, in the other sentences, its

grammatioal equivalent), Blumenthal found that recall for the first. kind

of sente ce was inferior to that for the second. In thiS case, the base

structure provided, correlates of psychological processes .that did not

exist in the Surface structure. These results have been confirmed in a'

subsequent studyfby Blementhal & Boakes (1967).

Martin, Roberts & Collins. (1968) presented 'sentences that were

either active or passive, of either high or low Yngve complexity, and

,retention intervals of 0, 10, 20, or 40 sec. During the retention

interval Ss counted backwards by 3s,.. They found forgetting curves that

were'simOar fn appearance to,curves for single items like trigrams

and word, although the ,error rate for sentences was much greater.

'Structural complexity (Yngve depth): was not related. to the retention

70
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interval, but mean depth interacted with sentence '.kind. Among pas1sive

sentences less structural complexity allowed better recall; the reverse

was true for active sentences. These results were not expected.

They also found that their resultS were cOrrelated with differen-

tial word form class errors Martin et al argue that word classes are
V

differentially processed into memory, and that the rules governing this

selective processing are the rules of grammar. Subjects-selectively

focus on .keyfelements of the-input string; with grammatical structure

acting as fhe functional stimulus which directs selection. Recall,

then, wouldfconsiSt of,generating a grammatical English sentence that

incorporates-specifically the key elements.' This provides support for

Gomulicki's positiOn and little evidence' for either of the otAer theories.

A methodological reflection on this experiment is' fitting, Martin et
l

al, in using sentences rather than single units,'introduce a co lication

into-t14 experimental paradigM which they used. Particular words early

in the sentence have a longer. time to be processed into memory th

words at the end of thd sentence. CraWford, Hunt.$ Peak (1966) h ve
.16

shown7'that retention of complex material improves over time: t 0,0r

ganize is important> Sentences whose inishes edictable shoul

e.asier to remember than Sentences whic are not.

be

Summary. There are several views on how sentences and prose are stored'

in memory, .Their basic diff rences m y be most easily shown.by a dia-

l'

, .

gram,
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From Figure 15 it can be seen that there are roughly two notions

bout. how sentences axe /entered- into memory one uses a decoding p;ocess'
.

d the other an abstracting process. The decoding view is held

ohnsoh (1965) and Miller(19.62)1. Essentially it is that a sentence is

rsolved ihto its structural constituents in some fashion,'"eithei. into
A

a .kernel -sentence plus, grammatical tags, or into some "image" from which.
/I

the sentence can be later encoded (but see OsgoOd, 1968, Pp: 515). The-

difference between Johnson and Miller is that the fornier believes that ,

all the information,pecessary to code a sentence is preient (as required)

in the surface structure, while the latter sees the outward and visible

sentence as a starting poiAt from which to...begin:the sear h for the under-

lying sentence. The abstraction view is held by Gomulic i (1956) and

Martin, Roberts & Collins (1968). Their position is th t the grammar pro-

vides means of identifying the key words which provide the core .mean-

ing. of the sentence, and it is t e core meaning of the sentence, andit

is the corn meaning which is stored.

far as output is concerned, decoding theories postulate zorre-

I

spiond' ng enco ing process, and abstraction theories necessarily postulate
Q11

same kind of c nstruction process.

From the experiinents that have been reviewed, it is apparent that as

far_as memory is concerned, there \s a fair amount of evidence, Transfor-

m tional complexity, Yngve complexity, surface structure and predictability

(s Lticallv defined) are all important factors in acquisition, Whether

they remain. ortan during retention i till an open question.

\\
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1
Putting the same point. n'other words: we,havefsesn that the more

predictable the less transformationally,complex, and the less complex in

terms of its surface structure that a sentence is, the'easier it is to

learn. We do not know whether or not these same factors affect its re-1

tentioq in the same way, An immediate problem is that we do not know,

what Is stored; the evidence is compatible with several views. These

considerat,ions lead to the conclusion t at the chief needkof the moment

is for careful empirical work which wi clarify the relationship be

tf .tween th'ese variables, and-which will apply them to as yet uninvest gated

psycholcjg3 cal processes,
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'THE PRESOT STUDY

1 .

At least three kindS of variables -are important in the learning and

remembering,ofsentences: predictability, surface strUcture-and trans-

1

A
.

,

.

formational complexity. However, theoretical _understanding of, and em-

piridaf knowledge aboUt.these variables are not abundant, at least from

a. psychological point of .view. 1Neither is there much "evidence concerning

the relations ohese three factors to variables that are known\to affect

learning and remembering like the'length of the tetention-interval. Nor

is there any more evidence about the relations of predictability and sur-

face structure and transformational complexity with one another,

Questions-which present 'themselves include: are predictability and-

the'two complexitywariabres independent of one another, or do they inter -

'apt in s,37.,-e fashion, at acquisition, at, during retention? Are certain
/./

leartic-d more readily and does this depend on their structural role?

Are the ase,:ialiye bonds between words in memory equivalent, or do they

differ in st -ftgth?

Broad empirical questions of this kind suggest an experimeLt in

which boti sentence variables and memory factors4 (e.g. length of re-

tention nterval) axe included.: Accordingly, a '..tudy, incorporating'

some of riables has been designed and is described below,

/ A fu h.r question arises:, how should retention be assessed?

/
There are tferent ways/of measuring retention, and it has been on-

tended that the'se different methods may not tap the same underlying

processes\ dairJ, 19o71 In part:cular,-it has been argued tha re

call memory n(l recnitton r-rnory rare not the !-,ame Whatever t eir
.....
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theoretical differences may or may'not be, they usual

(
y lead.to larga.dif-

ferences in retention. 'Since the prpsent study is ,concerned to establish,

if possible, some broad generalizations, rather than clarify minute,de-

tail, i seers iT.,P.ortant irezli1le both recognition and recall.

Recall may be free, Drstimul'ited in some way, Since we are in-

terested in the retention of word/strings, primed recall seems /6 pro-

vide a 'useful method for asses-- ng the strength. of various .parts of

the associative network by priming selected parts of.it, and noting

which associations are evoked. Presumably the evoked terms will be .

there with the strongest associative bonds to the word used .as a cue or

primer. Priming also provides a point of contact with recognition tests

as in both the S has a stimulus event at th6.retention test and the .re-

slwns:? Depends on -what has been coded at acquisition, and.'What remains

after the retention interval,

Evidence has been p

1

esented which indicates that a difficult

proMem in research on sentences arises from the fact that different

1

gramnat cal constructior use different numbers of Words. Fair EN-ample,

the pa4-ive construction normally requires two more words than the
,..

equiva ent sentence expressed in an active form. Moreover, the number

;,of words n a sentence affects the rate of learning, at least for sen-
.

tences of seven or less words in length Martin Roberts, 1967) , This

being the case, it was first necessary todetermine whether or not the

number of vords that a sentence, contains affected learning when the sen-

tences r of the order of 12 or 13 words in length. A prelLminary

experiMent was carried out to examine the effect of differences in word

\ count and f and no differences in retention 'cores for sentenOs ranging

from 11 to 4 words in length.

7 6
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Experiment I

This ,was a recognition experiment. In essOce it involved pre-

senting.an S with 68 sentences (including four buffer d 64 exper-
-

irental sentences with two buffers at. either end of the1 st) , and

i

then givin6 him'a re ognition test in which 66 of the acquisition
,

sentences-(made up of 6 ;experimental and two buyer sentences) were

...- presented, intermixed with 66 new sentences.

Acquisition sentences. .These consisted of 64 sentences made up of 8

examples each of 8 different kinds of sentence, plus four additional

1

sentences to provide buffer items at the beginning and et4 of the
.

,

list (see Appendix 1). The 8 different sentence typescomprised all

possible combinations of two levels of the following three variables:

1. Transformational complexity (Tc), or complexity as indexed by the

number of transformational operations required in the translating of a

base phrase-marker into an actual sentence (see pp.30-3 , pp. 37-38
,

above).- The active and the passive were the two - opera i'ons used, It

ha/ been supposed that the passive transformation requ rFs rather more

o erations than-the active (Miller, 1962), and there is ome experimen-

t 1 evidence supporting this SuppoSition (pp. 37 -38 abov ). However,

although linguists no longer hold to this view, the empirical question

remains, and it is not yet settlCd. So in this study passive. sentences

indicated high Tc,- and active sentences were regarded as ,possessing low

Tc.

2. Sentence p,,redi Lability (Prd) Predicta ility may be defined in

many ways, and som of them have already bee discussed (see pp. 14-22

above) In this experiment prediction was defined in terms of the

77
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real-word probability of the, proposition of a sentence. 'Either the

subject arid the predicate could provide an unusual -combination-, or the

.modifiers.aAd he terms'they modified. An.example of the firstkind,of

\

combination i

(9) The ugly boss was grandly entertained by the poor cleaner

with'Swiss liqueur.

Phrases which'examplify

'uncouth bishop', 'rauc

the second kind of incongruence are

us jury', and' cocktail banquet' .

-None of the sentences were anomalous (Miller & Isard, 1964), in

that they did not violate any selectional restrictions, that is, there

were no sentences like:
/

(10) The bishop seduced-the stone i

'or ,(11) The highway flipped his lid.

In the first case, seduce is marked *animate and stone is inanimate,

'and in the second case highway is'inanimate,,and his is marked

+
animate

Although the sentences were unusual, they were not non -

sensical. Their unpredictability lay in the fact that their propo-

sitions, while possible, wele certainly most uncommon. One would

expe t that predictability, so defined, would correlate quite highly

wiil cloze or successive guessing scores.

3. Surface structure complexity or sentence depth (Yd). Yngve numbers

(see pp. 25-28 above) were used to index surface complexity, which was
4

of two levels, simple ( ow complexity) and complex (high complexity).

High Yd or complex sent e ces had a mean Yngve value of, 1.69 (range

1.62 - 1.84), and low Yd or simple sentences had a mean Yngve value of

1.40 (range 1.31 - 1.50).

18
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None of the sentences shared any comma content words (nouns, ad-

jectives', verbs and adverbs). Word irequencl and sentence length wasi.

. .

approximately equal across the 8_grou

0
means are shows

on the avera ge,

s of 8
\

sentences, The actual

in Fable-6. It can be seen that the passive sentences,
-

contain about one-word more th\an the active sentences,

and that the words comprising the Unpredictabl sentences are slightly

1 ss common than`/the words frod the predictable

t letter count, the active, unpredictable and.

slightly shorter than the others; m ean number of\letters for all sen-'

tences-was 62.5, thej.ange'being fiom 52 to 75.

The distraqt.ors were ()in iked by slightly chang-;-

Sentences.. With regard

omplex sentences were.

Distracitor sentences,

ing the acquisition sentendes.. Each acquisition sentence gave ,rise-`to.

8 distractors. In four cases the distractors (or eW sentences) were

tl* Same as the acquisition (or old) sentences, exc pt that:ea set 'the-
- - . . -

:. .subIct,"object, verb or the noun contained in the a verbial phrase o
..

.. ..- -

.

the sentence was.replaced by. avord of-similar meani , Ahits ensuring.

. .

that no selectional restrictions Were violated on aCcunt of t c sub-

stituti>on.
.. , -

.-
f , .

In the remaining,..four cases, the ;new (distractor) sentences dIft- .

,-

. .

fared from the original in' chat the word -order was chin ecl,; Either the
,

! u

adverbiase was shifted to one of three possible n w pnitIonS. in
,

_.

the sentence, or the adverb'asSociatepwith the main vet was shifted

.,

to the front of the sentence. The advetbial phrase shift was denoted
.

as Adjacenr; intermediate, or extreme, depending on the magnitude of

the ohange
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TABLE- 6

IP, Ji

"Yngve Value, Content work frequency (from the Thorndike -Lorge
(1948) word count), Word count, and
8 groups of aLquisi-Lion sentences.

Letter count means for the

Sentence Tyde Mean Yngve Mean _number
value of words

a

per sentence

Active Prelictable Simple 1.38 12.0

-Active Predi.ctable. Complex , 1.69 12.1

flictab:c 12.1

Act ;.p ,:tab le Complee, 1.73 11.8

Pasiiv.! SiFple 1.42 12.0

Passive Comp.lx rr.oi 12.9.

Passive Unpredictlble Simple . 1.43 13.5

Paalivt, rjnnrelictable Complex 1.63 13.0

80

73

Mean No. Mean: No.of frequency of
of letters word of remaining-
per sentence 50/million words (per

. Or greater million}

61.9 3.0

62.0 3.3

62.0 2.9

37.9 3.0,

63.9 3.6

61o,6 3.5

66.0 2.9

64.1 2.5

0

18

16

14

19

16

14

14
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Experimental design. All the,sententes were learned by every subject;

then one group of 72 subjects was given a recognition test,immediately

after acq.aisiti.on, while the s?,crid group of 48 subj,ects,wastested

after a retention interval of 48 hours.

The presentation sequence at acquisition began and Yinished.with

two buffer, sentences, included to reduce any possible Tirimicrecency,

- diad effects,. A seq encefor the intervening 64 sentences was, obtained

by randomly choosing (Without replacement).olle of .the 8 experimental'

groups (e.g. passive, predictable and simple), randomly choosing'a

sentence from this group, then repe ting the process until every group

had been selected once, The process was then repeated to selct t a-

nother eight sentences, and so continued until all 64 ientences,-had

been chosen, Five such sequences were generated, and an, equal number

of Ss were assigned to eacK sequence.

For, the recognition test, another sequence of acquisition or old

sentences was generated, followings the rules de,scribed in the previous .

Aiaragraph. Distractor.or new sentences were then randomly in erieaved

betwden the old sentences with the constraint that no more than throe

old, or new sentences could appear consecutively. A second constraint

was that for half the sentence§ the new version appeared first,and

for the remaining sentences the new version appeared second,. A third

constraint was that at least 35 sentences intervened between the ap-

pearances of the new and old versions.of a sentence.

Although for every old sentence..4 a list. here was only one

tractor, any one of 8 dil;tractors might have been selected. FUT each
.

. .

S a.different kind of distractor appe'arpc1 with each group-of;sentences,

81.x
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so that, for example, the 8 active predictable and simple sentences

might have as.distractorssentences with the verbs changed, iThile the

8 paSsive, unpredictable and complex sentences might have as their-dis

.1
tra,.tcrsL'entencos with their,adverbial phratie-shifteJ-to n inter- ,

(3

mediate position:. To ensure that each sentence, type was paired at
. \ .

. ,
I

,

least once with each kind of distractor, both of the twogroups of S's

were further subdivided into 8 group,. giving 95spe.r group for the

zero retention interval, and 6 Ss per group for th48 hour retention

interVal. This between-subjects variable is hereinafter referred:to

as Lists.

1. It had originally been intended to cross distractOrtype with sen,-
.

tence type, to yield a repeated measures design with'the-variables Tc,
, , - ;

Prd, and Yd, and .stractor type .completely crossed..'Due to an uncle-

46t,

tected error in the computer progtah, which generated the stimulus

lists, the above design was run instead.
e_

Ap.

I)

ardtus.

0

The experiment was run on the PLATO equipment at.the
. 4

Illinois. The PLATO systprit (as used in this experiment) consisted ''

C

f 20 terminals linked via interface equipment to .a CDC 1604 computer.

h term nal has its own. typewriter keyset and CRT display (television

sureen). The keysetl allowi the student.to send informatign to the com-
.

puter, and the television screeppresentl- information prescribed by the

computer program. The computer enerates visual information on one o f ti

two ways: by selecting previdusly'f,repared 35 mm slidep-from.a central

bank of 122 slide's or by plotting dharacters and igUres on the S's

\

tr
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t

dividual el ctralic blackhoard.

th slide selector are superimposed of s television screen.,
. .0 4

'from the blackboard 'and

Each terminal is independent of ev r terminal, and each may

be individually controlled, nd moilitored b " the mpu4r. ThUs 20 Ss
-

- 1 '
i ,

...
.

.

can be run "simultaneously, but ''ndepen ent y of .one another. All" in-
1

\ .

.. -

formation that is output to and: input roman S may be recorded on mag-

,

.netit tape. A more detailed description

1

. p

,.
Bitzer, Hicks, Johnson and Lyman (196.7), and the references ited by

of the systeM may be fOund in

them.

In the present experiment a computer program presented slides

taining instructions, preSemted all the stimuli, and recorded the..

responses tAlich were entered -via the keyset-

,

Procedure. The e.Verimental 'procedure consisted of the

after, the Ss were seated at their terminals a series 'of

0

slides were pres'enoted (fee. Appendix' slides 175). These informed

follOwini steps

instruction

.
them that they were partiCipatin'g `in :an experiment on the retention

_
, - . .

. 6

of sentences, and that they were about to write -down anc,,learn a set

of sentences
eft

The Ss were then'presented with three Pratt ce sente ices. They

were given 31 seconds to write doWn each sentdnc on a prepaied form

which. had ben placed next to their PLATO keyset . During this time, a q
4

slide (see,.: ppendix 2,, slide 61)_ which said "Wit down end learn this

I

sehtence,as :quickly as pbssible was displayed4 Three' seconds be fore
a ,

the end of the presentation of sentence, the 'wo ds "three seconds.

left" 'appeared at the bottOM Of the screen.

83
CA.
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write out .every sentence were twofold.

First., and most importantly. to en ure that he paid 'at bast some Ott:-

4

tention to every word in th sente ce, instead of yiist ncentratirig

on major content' ..iorcl'?;: Se and., t. prevent (to some deg, el the S from

using the pattern of words on the reen (each sentence had to be written

out over three rows) to help `im le rn.
\Following the practtce sentences, 'more slides were shown (see

Appendix 2., slides 8-9). 'These checked that the Ss understood th pro
.

cedure, and prepared them for the main i,tion list, comprising the

64 experimental sentences preceded and oll by two buffer sentence's
Sr,

As in the practice trials each sentence was s own for 31 seconds, and
ftthe warning "three seconds leis " was dis layed :three seco ds before

the end of each presentatio n.

At the retention test, (eit er ediaiely after or 48 oiirs- later),

following more instructions Tsee Appe dix .2, slides 10-16) , he Ss were

presented with °a list -of 4 pract ice ..sentences cortipOsed of tw of the

practice sentences learned at acq isit'on and two new (distra toe) sen-

tences. Each sentence was shown for 11 seconds, and for each sentence

the Ss had to indicate (1) whether or n t the sentence was cid or .new, .

1,

and (2) 'how 'confident they were that their. judgment was icorrec

The first judgment whs made by pressing one of two keys (corres-

ponding,- in position to # arid .0 on a normal typewriter)" covered by key-
.

caps with the legends 'old" andl"new" respectively on them. The second

judgment W.as made be presSing ore. of .six keys (cor esponding in position

' to 4,2,3,4,5,and Con a normal typewriter) numbere one to six.
10

During this titre a backgroubd instruction slit (Appendik 2, slide

S

.

8.4

;
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17) was shown on the screen. When key "old" or "new" was pressed, the

word OLD or NEW appeared on the screen; immediately below the test sen-

tence, When either of keys 1 2,5 4 5, or 6 was pressed the string XXX

was written. over the appropriace number on slide 17. The process. is

illustrated in FiQure14.

As at acquisition, three seconds before each' trial ended, the Warn-
,

1
,- i p

..

in "three seconds left" was projected at the bottom'of the screen.

Following the practice sentences, it was .aCertained that the Ss

had understood the proedure. Then the recognition test proper began,

during which 132 sentences were presented, 66 old.sentences and 66' ais-

tractors, intermixed as described above in the section on experimental
0

desigq. Onei further constraint was that .the.four buffers were Presented-3

first, and then the 128 experimental sentences. 'The reason for this was

to avoid. any perturbation'cte-to initial; warm up.effects, and get the

Ss started on the test run,

-,Results

\
... ,

The Ss judged each sentence to
..

be either "old" or "new", and then
,

Ala. ,
.

,_.

expressed tt).e degree of confidenCethat-they had in the correctness of
0 ..

.

their,Judgment.bygivkg 'r-4. ing
0 on a six point ,scale: If it istlie

01.

case that Ss are capable of assessing the accuracy of their responseS,..
4 . f

i I .
, .

_ . .

'' 9
-4 theivIthe utiT7i7.7.111

tive measure

.

only binary (

which the S is

confidence judgmenthould provide a,more sensi.

the strength of the ,r.-lepofy brace than .is possibl

, v 00.
lainew)i-responses_ For Ox'amplr, a correct judgmejudgment a..bout

confident would andicate.a.very well,rempbered

,

,

highly.:
-

item, but,ari-incorrect jiolgment akrout which the S.is szonfident

would sho4 thi-d the item has been horoughly forgotten.
2

4

s

8 .1.

Cs
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1

Indicate whether this sentence is
"old" or "new" by pressing key "old"o
or key "new,"

THE TAFKATIVE JANITOR
ACCIDENTALLY SHOOK HIS MOP INTO
THE PROFESSORS FACE

OLD

Indicate how confident you are that
your response is correct by pressing
one ofthe.keysl

1 2 3 4

(completely (moderate- (not (no idea)

certain) . ly certain) very.
certain) ! ;

Figure 14, ThiS -figure 'shows the TV screen as it might appear
s,_. _

to an S after he had judged the sentence to be old,
and judged himself to be moderately certain that his
first judgment was correct,

3
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Apart rom persuassIve indeper dent evidence that Ss are able to,

eyaluat "the correctness of,thei responses ith considerable accuracy

(Adams, 1967, Wearing (Unpublished)), the results glf the:present. ex-

periment also suggest that confidence judgments are' related to the

strength of the memory trace For old (previously learned) sentences,

it might be expected that correct judgments would be made more

dently than incorrect ones, since the trace of any old sentence .would

still possess at least spme strength, which would. mean that an S could

not be confident that he had 'not seen the sentence before, 'whereas he
.

. could be confident that he had In fa the mean confidence rating

for correct old sentences was 4:74 'whereas for incorrect old sentences,

'It was 1 02. The difference is high y significant.

In the case of new sentences, an S compares the input (a new sen--

agates. similar (the corFespon ing old sentence) but slightly

dic-ferent t-naces. The slight Tusmatch'could be due to either the test

sentence being actually new, or to an, mproperly remembered old sen-

t:nce. In neither case, however collt

the discrepancy in the amount of c

responses should be rather Less for

,recd new sentences themean,confid

rest new sent

significant

a match` occur,,, It follrs that

nfidence for correct land incorrect

new sentences, In Fact, for cor-
a

nce 'rating was 4.6 :+,1 and for

nces the' mean rating. vas 4,43.- The difference is

incor-

ighly

Response l'at\enCy may Also be reparded as an index of trace strength

(Adams 1967)', and if confidence es-mates are alsO a valid estimate ofl

trace strength, then they shoul*be closely related to response latencies.

In this casc. the latency rfeasure. in quostion -is the time delay between

8 7
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the appearance of a sentence on the screen. and the pressing of the

"old" or "new" key, In Table 7, the mean latencies for each level of-

confidence are shown -.Clearly correct responses have faster latencies

and the degree of. cOnfi.dence isvery closely related to response latency.

For these reasons, it seemed that S s confidence Judgments did re-

flectthestrength of the memory trace and so old/new rEspdnses and

confidence judgments were combined as' shown in Table 8.

In order to have an approximately ecifal number of cases in each

category, categories 2 and 3, and 4 and S and 6 were collapsed as

shown'in Table 8, .
Each S was then assigned a score for each response,

ranging from 1 6 (see Table) depending on both his old/new re.

sponse and his confidence estimate, IA effect, the binary response

was further differentiated in order to provide a more sensitive

measure of the strength of the memory trace

One problem with experithents of this 'kind is thin of responle

,

bias, that is differences.in the tendencies of individuals.,to re.

spond either'' "old" or "new", One S, for example may be pillin. to

regard any sentence as old unless he is absolutely sure that he did

not see the'sentence before Anoth.er-S may' adopt the reverse position.

However, itlis possible to control for the idiosyncratic brad by the

use of a reoleated measures design,whteh ensures that any particular

.

S s bids is distributed .evenly across all leveis of the within-sub-_

sects variables, In the present experiment, response bias was cone

trolled in this fashion

6

The' score described in T4ble 3 were analyzed',Witha series of

.88
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TABLE 71

fos the .1_)( diffelenr levels of iesf,onse confidence

Confidence lever 0% 20% 40% 600 80% 1000

Latent; 6.84 6.59 ,6.61 6 '3el. 5.98 5.34

O

89
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TABLE 8

Distributions of Confidence estimates and the weights

assigned to confidence estimates for subsequent analyses,

I

Response Incorrect Correct-

Confiden-ce Nigh Low Low High

Category i 2+3 4.r5 +6 4+5+6 2.3 1

Assigned
we,ghts 1 2 3 4 .5 6

Frecluency 1771 2600 1506 1742 3967 3474,, -a

44

OS

90
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analyses of variance, First the responses,to the 64 old sentences

were analyzed, then the responses to the new sentences and finally,

analyses were run to determine whether or not tile nature of-the dis-

tractor had any effects on either the recognition of an old sentence

or.the detection of a new sentence.

Th.! flrst analYSis of 'variance wascarried out on'-the responses

to the old sentences. The completely crossed design had two between-

sub-ject factors retention interval (RI) and L

,detcription), and four within-Subject factors",,

is (see p 62 for

ransformational com

plexity.(Tc), -Predictability '(Frd), Yngve depth (Y4) and replications

-
rep). -.The, transformed score described in Table 8 provided the, de=

7-endent ,arable. The summary table is shown n:Table 9.,

'Of the pin effects RI was highly- significant (p -.001), as were

1J,:5) and Yd (1-, = 01 .
,Neither, Tc, (,ists, nor Rep was sianif-

rht. no s'ign,tri:.ane of Lists indicates tiptthe recognition of

an old sentence was independent of the kind of distractor with which it

;;as paired', that is sentence_type did not interact with distru Lor type.

;Ine non -Signifileinte of Rep indicates thax there were no overall effects

iist position. It made no difference whether a particular sen-

tcncety,-..!was-.1n.the first, middle, or end position,
a

. ,

.i1,1J11"Rep were 11,:ghly signlficant in two cases. 1n-the case of Rep x.

Interactions

Prd ..(p i ,1)01) the interactaon 'was due to the fact that the difference

predictable and unpredictable sentences in the same list pose=

ea
_.

Non ,very-diff,:rent acrbli list 'poS'Itions. That is, the.difFerence in
0

,

rcbctt.-,:n the fir,t predictable and the first Unpredictable sen
1

,

1
.- - :- N,

ten-ke was riot pOe .tame as -.11,! diferenceJoetween the third predictable'

*V . .

.
_

. .

.
91.



TABLE 9

Analysis of variance Summary Table, for old sentences.

Source

`RI

Lists 7

RIxLists 7

Ss, 10.1

Te 1

RIXTe

ListsxTc 7

RIxListsxTc 7

53xfc 104

Prd
1

1

RIxPrd 4. 1

ListsxPrd 7

RIxListsxPrd 7

gsAPrd '104

Yd

RIxY,1 1

Lists'AY,1 7

RI\ListsxYd 7

104

Rep 7

,RIxRep 7

listlxRep 49

R1xListsiflep 49

SsxRep 728

TexPrd

RIxTcxPrd 1

ListsxTcxPrd 7

1114.1s!:-.(1'zxPrd 7

:IxTcxPrd 104

Surs df
Squires

149.99

114.02

63.70

12n2.72

1.18

.12

51.33

19.39

343.82

41.86

.32

1. 45

99

295_74

18.90

6.40

23.02

8.02

274.11

37.11

40.03

144.24

104.45

2002.42

13.75

16.24

19.59

25.46

Mean F Significance"

Squares Ratio level

149.99

16.29

9.10

12.43

1.18

.1

7.

2.

3

41.

12.07

1.31

.73

. 36

.04-

2.22

.84

,001

n.s.

n.s..

n.s.

6 14.72 .0005

.
. 2 ,11 n.s.

2:35. .83 n.s.

.28 .10, 11. S .

2.84
/

18.90 7:17 .01

6.40 2.43 n.s.

3.29 1.25 n.s.

1.15 .43 n.s.

2.64

5.30 1.93 n.s,

5.73 2.08. .05

2.94 .107 n.s.

2.13 .77 n.s.

2.75

13.75 6.04 .025

16.24 7.13 .01

2.80 1.23 n.s.

3.64 1.60 n.s.

236.81 2.28

92
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TABLE 9 .;ontinued

Source P.F. Sums o Me an
SJudres Squares. Ratio

86

Significance
Level

i.
IC ;eld 1 .20 . .20 .07 .. n .s

RI xTc )401'd,
.
ay

1,.. .81 .. 81 .28 n.s.
-

ListsKrcVd 7 14.46 = 2.07 .72 'n.s.

RI xLis tsxlCxYd 7
. 1i).0() 1.44 .50 41. S d

:...
SS xTc xYd. - a.. .

104 297.32 2.86

fl

".c:C.;ep
.

,. 7 20.60
___

2.91,
1.48

1.25,-s. In.s.
.10.34RI xic-x-Rep- , 7 .63, n.s.

Lis ts xTcxRep 49 161.50 3-'50 1.40 n.s.
P I kLis ts xicxRep- 49 109.65 2.24 '.95 n.s.
S3 xIcxP.ap 728 1719.40 2..36

.
P rd xYri , ., 1 2.52 2.52 ,9 1 .b05 n.s.
RI xFrclxY1

3 .

.1 17.07 o 17.07: 7.13 .01

- -ListskPrchIP .7 22.95 ' 3.28. 1.37 n.s.
...0

V.
P.1 xristsxPrdx'A

.
7 ,21.93 9.14. 1.31 n,s.

-;0/.2r,lx',' .104 243.96 2.392
14.

.4.:(2ap 7 3,0..43!'---" 12.33 5.33 .0001 .

. 1 ,
N`.1.,,'....n 7 21.00 ' . 3.29 1.49 n . sr,1;

1.t-,:t:xflr.:.,_ 4'4, I -13-0.30. 3.07 1.32 n.s.
-'.' .'.... '. ..' .4) 1! I . .26

..
1.29 % 1.42 n.s.

.'f2'co.:-. . ,24
1643.9".; ,. 2.32'

. :-.4'rt., ! 1 -. 7.13 1.18 .41 n.s.
" : - ..xPr!!,. 1 (1,4,5 6.45 2.26 n. s .

: , r, 4 .e. ,:.1'r,.:,01 . 7 24.12 3.45 1.21 n.s.
7t 1 ir-.1.xYd 7 13.17 2.17 -I .76 n.s.

%
;,ti:rrx1'rdxY,.! lUi 296.19 2.85 '
..-(..,,Prdr, 7 . 28.19 4.07 1.73 n.s .

: ,;c-A1';:ly.R"TI 7 '30.20 5.17 , 2.20 .05

I.Ifit..,xTcx?r,:xon 49 139.49 3.25 1.39 n.s.

: : xt.1!,,t,1,:,.,:-.t i 19 9 i:7,7 1.93- .82 n.s.
.,:.- ,r413.0- r-,!x7' ,-) 728 1710.2k) 235

.1, 7 1.,.12 4.33 1.87: n. s .0
,,,1.0:.! 7 11.63. 1.67 .72

..

n.s.

! 131.52 2.63 1.15 n.s.
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TABLE 9 continued

I.

S7

Source D.F. Sufrs of !'lean F

Ratio
Significance

Squares Squards Level

.

.

. R176.1,TsxYdxRep 49 158.71 3.24 1.39. n.s.

55xY!,-" 728 1696.02 2.33

7 60.56 8.65 3.90 .0005

RIxrcxYdAP?r, 7 7.96 1.10 .50 n.s.

Liit;)T,:x,.",1:CRep 4) 180.87 3.69 1.66 n.s.

49 46.50 .93 .43 ri.sc

723 1614.33 2.22

7. 27.-3 3.96 1.71 n.s.

Rr.,6'r-dxYdx7ep 7 13.78 1.0 .85 n.s.

;'7%,\ILf.7 19 1'1.21
e

2.68 1.16 n.5.

4) 82.19 1.68 .73 n.s:

728, 160').6: 2.32

,

32.78 4.68 2.10 .03

5.36 .79 .36 nos.

Li.;ts7,x?rdit'dxP,:p 19 193.6; 3.)6' 1.73 n.s.

RIxListixirdxYdxPep 49 112.50 2,30 1.03 n.s.

SixTcerd:0.1. .721 1621.92 2.23

/4
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'and 'unpredictable sentences. Of course, the order of the sentences

t,,as quitertiitrarl, so no Importance should be attached to the inter-

action. The same reasoning..accounts for the Tc'x..Y4 x Rep interaction,

tTh.ich was also highly significant (p< ,0095),

The means of the main effects of the var\ous factors are shown

in Table 10, and the means for the significant interactions only are

shown i Tables.11a, l.lb, and 11c,

Ther watj'a .significant decline in performance over the 48 hour

retention period l(p < .001), unpredictable sentences were recognized,

better-than predictable ones '(p <.0005), and simple sentences (lowYd)
. a

were detected more aecurdtely than complex (high Yd), ones ,-.01). The
-

actual magnitude ofthese
.
differences was very. small. The percentage

of responses, corre"c..t for° each level of the main effects ig 'Shown. in"
-

Table 12,

For-2dictabblity and transformational. complexity .inteltacted' ibat
. .

active nreklictable sentences were not recognized as well .as passive
r

0predictable sentences,' however, the relationship was zeversed, for
,

impredictah iLe sentences, )Two significant interactions occurred only
. . ..

in the.48 hour retention croup, one hetweeh Pc and: Prd (p and

the other between `kb .and (p v,07.) .

.

The second analysis of variance was carried Out on the respqrises
.

to the new sentences' The' deli Ian was` them .66. me as --for the first.

analysis, -and the summary table -shoWn in Table 13 below. Of the

.'main effects, RI was highly significant (p 005) , as was Rep (p .0001)..
1.1.;ts was s,i,ynrficant to a les..4er degree (p .025) None of the other

a

e 'Ic Pnl, and attained sign( Fi can ce.

95



TABLE 10

4
r"

Means for the experimental main effects,in experiment II

(old sentences).
A

Variable Means Significan
difference

Retention nterval 0 h s 4.28 .001

48 hr 4.00

Transformational Active 4.16 n.s,

Cornlexit ,Passive 4,18

PrjdIctability Predictable 4.10 .obos

Unpredictable 4.24

. Yng.,r,e depth Simple
,

4,22 .01

Complex 4.12

Replications: ,1
2

4.18
4.21

0 4.14

4 4.33

5 _4.11

6 1 4.17

7,. ' 4.10

8 ".4.12

"96
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-TABLE 11

Means for significant' interaction effects among the

experimental variables in experiment II (old sentences).

Predictable

(a)

Unpredictable

Active: 4104 4.27

Passive: 4.15 4.21

(b)

90.7

Significance

.0Z5

0 hr retention interval. 48 hr retention interval
t

Si.gnifi-

Prd. Unprd Prd Unprd cance

.

. Active: .4.20 7. 4.34 3.81
. ,

Passive: 4.23 4.36 4.02 - 3.98

4.17 .01

(c)

0 hr retention interval 48 hr retention interval

Prd. . Unprd Prd

Simple: 4.22 4.40 4.08

Complex: 4..21 4.31 3.76

97

Signifi-

Unprd cance

4.09 .01

4.07
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'TABU 12

,Percentage of responses correct for the main,expe/imenta

effects for old sentences.

0 hour retention 48 hour re

Active 69.1

PassivP 69.9

Predictable 68.1

Unpredictable 70,9

Simple 69,7
.

Complex 69.'2



Source

_RI

,Lists

RIxLI:sts

Ss

RTkrc!

401.istsxTc

Rtx14stsxTc

SsxTC

Prd'

gtxPrd

1istsOrd

RI4stsxPrd

. d,

ListsxYd

TABLE 13

Analysis of variance Summary Table for new sentences.

..,

Rep

. RtxRep.:

ListsNi!teP
:

I

RIxList'sxRep

5sx2ep

TcxPrd'

ListsxTexiltd

RL1!.-.itsxTexPrd

';.sxL1tS:(T,ixPrd

TcxYd

n'txvo.

ttstsxTexI'd

Sums of Mean T F , SignifiCance'.

5(67i:7T ' Squarc Ratio T.P?. Level-,

I

_-_-,

136.50. 136.50 8.84 .005

7 : .297...81- 42.54 2.76 .025'

7 1 73.29 10,..47 .68. 6.s..
. ..

104 :1605.56 1S.44..,

----1----141,-1-4

1 .48 .48

7 46 6. 59.14
41

7
ifi

62.47 8.92

104 337.47 3.24

1 4.85 4.85 ,

1 30.53 30.53

7 71.09 10.16

7 21.85 3.12

104 5417.01 3.29

1 1.84 I.84

1 .94 .94

: 39.93 5.70

7 21,55 3:08 1.19 . n.s,

101 26'1.07 2.35

7 179.33 25.62 .0001

7. . HA 14.07

.49 , '178.03 3.63 ::!5

49 . 164.99 5.37 n.s.

728 2582.01 j 3.53.

1. 2.74 2.74 .91 n.s.

3.65 5.65 1.21 n.s.

117.53, (16.76 5.55

'56.70

.0001

7 5.24/ 1.74 ' n.s.

101 314.22 5.07/
.y.

1 16,.9*.' 7 7.06 .01 '

;.1 2.3) 39 1.00

.177,.03 30 10.53 .0001
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'1

SOUrCe

.

T\BLE 13 cTinfinued

D. P: Suns of :pan .F Significance

Siunres Squares Ratio Level

RIxLists'XTcxYa 7 44.59. 6.37 2.65 n.s.

-.

is;:rz lei,1 104 249.80' 2.40
,

Tcyllep 7 3648 4,37 .1.66 n.s.

RI xTcx.Ren \ 7 2.2.24 - .32 ,12Y, . ns
*.s..

1

..1. !..'-., 4. .
, Z, 4 . .: .UO:rk,

11IxListsxTcxRep 49 162. 5.33 1.26 n.s.

SsxTcxRep 7,12,8 1919. ' 2.64'
,

PrdxYd 1 14. 14,61 5.00 5

11IxPalxYd ` 1 2.09 2.09 .71

Listsxrd,Oid 7 * , 217.08 31.01 10.62 W001
ni%TigtSX4::::ete.

. 7 -51.39 7.34 . 2.51 n.s.

.4x.Prax?.1 104 , 303.78 2.92
,

Prdxlvn -
.7 22.99 , 3.28 1.25 , n.s.

.
,

, a,:^ J, 7 19.81 2.83 ' Los n.s.

4,., 137.87 2.81 1.07 n.s.

112.01 2.30. -.88

r910.78 2.62

+.63, 3.63 1I58 n.s.

3.94 3.94 1.71 n.s.

134.76 19.23 48.36 .0001

13.43 .1.25 .83 n.s.

23914 2.30

33.29 4.76 1.88 n.s.

17,01 2.43 .96 n.s..

277.18 5.66. 2.24 .0001

133.93 2.73 1-08 Tl_. S .

1b40.71 2.53.

57.54 8.22 3.28 .005

31.21 ,4.E9 1495 n.s.

1S2:73 3.12 1,25 n.s.

17r:16 3.50 1.40 .05

1'221.83 2.50

(1'

49

7.- 49

yzs

1

*

7

7

104

"1 n 7

7

1,;%xittst.;.,,4,:xPr6K"1,cp 49

i tax Te erdnP.ep 728

7

C:0,1pr 7

K' ,1x ?gin

49.

728



Source

r .

D.F.

1,3 .26:11:Lir,

Sum of Meanws Squares Ratio

7 49.61

7 17.87

49 276.48

4() 167.55

723 1'83.72

7 26.91

7 27.471

49 242.69

% 9).R0

728 1336.62

.32.25

8.35

L' .7 :'',1%1:en .49 239.27

4-9 118.23.

728. .1941.91

Significance
Level

7.09 2.74

2.55 .99 n.s.

5.61 2.18 .0001

3.42 1.32

2.59

. 3.84

, 3.92

4.95

2.04

2.52

4.61

1.22

4.88

2.41

2.61

1.52 n.s.

,.S6 n.s.

1.96 .0005

.61

1.73 n.s.

.45 . n.s.

1.83 .0005

.90 n.s.

a.



Selterai interactions - involving Lists-were highly significant,

geneKal, such interactions indic4e that distractor type interacted

with sentence -type, in other words, whetheror not a new sentence was

93

.

deteCted'jointly depended both on the-kind of sentence that is was,

and the distracter-for in which it tads expressed, The means for the

mainleffett5 of the vari.6ui v1rloli1=9 shown 1r( T11)1, 14, 'and

means for the significant interactio

and 15d.

As with the old sentences, detection of -new. sentences becomes

/iess accurate over the 48 hour retention interval. However, sentence
/

-.!.
/type has tic effect on detestability, From Tables%4 and 15d, it can be
/

seen that the detection'of new sentences improves throughout the course

of tne 14st, Forpthe immediate retention groups,. the improvement starts.

stidight,play,- and for the 48 hour. retention groups' it begins about half-

wayway-through the list. No such effect occurred with- the aid sentences.

P

'Predictability interacted strongly with retention interval, and

weakly with Yngve depth, but Yngve depth did interact quite strongly

,

with transformational complexity. Unpredictable sentences were

ficult to detect both after 48 hours, and when they were complex (high

Yd). Active-complex and Passivesimole sentences were detected more

easily than either Active-simple or Passive complex sentences, and this

result parallels one obtained by Martin & Roberti t Collins (1968).

The absolute, differences-were very small; the percentage of re-

sponses correct for each, level ofthe main.:effectis shown in Table -16,

In order te,look directly atthe effects of diStractor type on

recognition, two more analyses were carried out. First the effect of

1



Variable

I '
0

TABLE 14
4;=

,..1 4
,)4

.,Means for the ,experiniental main effd,'

experiment II, (new sentenceS)...

RetentiOn interva

Levels -Meansm.1,7
ft
1gnkfice of

3.72 005

48 3.45

Transformat,onal Active 3.42

'complexity . Passive 3.48 4

Predictability , . Predictable 3.59. 1 n.s.

Unpredictable 3.64

Yngve depth ' ) Simple .3.60

Complex '3,63

Replications. 3.65

3.41.

3.40

350'

3.63_

6 74

7 3.73

8 .3 88

4

S

1 (),3
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TABLE IS"-

146airsi#or the significe t--interaction effects

among° the 4Vet1mental ;variables in experiipent

"IL.:(new sentenc is) .

(a)

Preda.ctable,

'0 hr retentian 3.65

48 h,:r. retention, , 3

'Simple

Complex

Simple

Complex

'Unpredictable Significance

Active§

3.52//
3.64

. .

Predictable

3.5.3

3,65

Replications

. .lir ..retentiOn;., 8.93 :

48 hr retention 3:24

(b)

(c)

(d)

3.80
3,40

Passive

3.68

3.62

40

Significance

.01

Unpredictab0 Sa. fal, 1 f c an c e

3.67 .05,

3.'61

Significance

2

3:53

3025

3

3.56

3.15

4

3.70

3.20

3.64,

5.65

b

3.74

3.14

7

.5.8l
3.63

8

5.88

3.78

.0005

1C4



4.
TABLE .16

..,
t..,

4

_I' tcentage of responses correct 1br the main experimental .

40,

Active ,

as si ve

cts for new sentences..

0 hour retention. 48 hour retention

48.7

98

11.
.

Predictabrd .53.6 51.2

-Unpredictabl\e' 56.9 47.9

Simple

Complex

4

, Grand Mean

I

4

S

54.2

56.2

4- 1

49,6

49.5

33.2 49.5

"

1D5
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distracter type on tWdetectability of old sentences with which the

particulankinds of distracters were associated was examined, and then

the detectability of the distracters (or new sentences) themselves, as

a function of which of the 8, kinds of distractos they represerited,'was

investigated. In the analyses of variance, the design was the same as

for the previous analyses, except that three within subject factors Tc,

_

Prd and Yd were replaced by Distracter type (Dis). Tbr the first anal

ysis that of old sentences, each sentence is categorized according to

the distracter type of its corresponding new sentence. For the second

analysis,' that of new sentences, each sentence -:is categorized- according 1

to.the type of distractor that it actually was.

The analysis of variance summary table for the o1/i sentences is

not shown. The main effect that is of interest, distracter type, is

not significant.. Apparently, the type of distracter associated with' in

'old sentence made little difference to whether or not,ie would be cor-

iectly recognized.

Of rather more consequence are the results for the new sentencesi

the disttactors themselves. The.analysis of variance summary table'is

shown in Table 17.- Many of the source lines are the Same as in Table 13...

The new main effect, distractor type is
.
highly significant (p t 0001).

'Rep is signifcant (..0001) and there are seVeral,significant inter-,'

actions. The means for the main effects, and inter,ktions,-are shown

inTable 18a and b, as well as Figure 18, .Thete is sigtlifi.cartt as

x Rep, interaction which indicates that sentence type and-,distrattar

type interacted together The interaction between 1, Sts and Distractors

106



Analysis.of variance Summary table

tractor typosjat'new sentences.,

Source, D.F.. Sums of
t;t

Mean *

Sagala SqUares Ratio

bists.

RtxLists

Dpi s

PzI:,,:stsx6A-o

?5.x711 s

, x7 C2

-;1:4-'1, Rep

4-...RI.:(LtstsxRe

VixItep

!!I;,OisxRap

LiJtsxDisxRep

RixListsxpisxRep

SsxDisxRap

o.

1 136.50 136.50 15.83 .005 0

. 7 297.81 42.54 2.76 i0/5
,

7 73.29 10-.47 . .68 ru.S.
.,. 4-

164 * 1605.56 15.44

7 300.08 42.87 15.19 .9901

90.62 . 12,95. *4.59 .' .0601

49 558.11 1.39 4.04 i .0005

49 205.31 4.19 .. 1.48 ..025

728 '2054.47 2.82-

7 179.33 . 25.62

° 7 98.49 14:07

.1) 178.03 3.63..

49 , 164.99 3.37

728 . 2582.01 3.55

49 '239.63 4.89

'49 111.54 2.2$

343 1551.74 4.52

343 982,25 2.86

096 13157.18 2.58



,

TABLE 18

;

Main interaction effects for distractor type

Distractor type

101,

Word change Position shift

Adv. Phrase

,-,

,

De

Word 'chan.le

!.; r reteo.t in 3.58

;ir reteneloa 5.51

.

1

p

Adjacent Intermediate Extreme Adverb ,

3.54 3.57 3.98 3.61 .0001

/

0

. .

DJ

Listracto,r type'

1 .8

Position shi ft

a

3.87

5.59 '

Significance.

.0001
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indicates the same phenomenon.

OveraIll, the significant effect of distractor type ls due to

poor detecfability of changes in the

of changes in the object and in extreme shift in the position of the,

adverbial phrase, However there is a strong teraction with reten-

tioninterval. After-4.8hours there±iscletecta-

bility of distractors with word change,'but'a considerabe and signif-

verb, arid the high detectability

icant decline in the detectability of word and phrase pcisition changes.

(p '<0001)..

The significant variation due to replications suggest that con-
,

trary to the ca,se of old sentences, the detectability, of-new sentences

improved throughout the list. However, thWphenomenon was not cor?

sistent for all dispractOrs. AgaiA'the interaction isoprobably due.

to unique joint effects of sentence and.distractor typesi
.

In Table 19 they Means for the Distractor type .x Lists. inter

actions are shown.: In addition, the sentence typeis also andic,ted.
.

4
,

An examination of this table `fails. to yield any systematic:relation-

ship; certainly no strong relationship between particular sentence

tyevand distractor type combinations appear, a

.4

Experiment II

In .this experiment cues were used to prime recall -It was sim.

ilar to the second experiment in that the Ss were presented with 68

senteAces including 4 buffer sentences dUring acquisitibn but for the

.retention test the Ss were given Cues, or primers, and asked to recall
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TABIA

' eaps for the j:nterectioh .of elistreetor types with

T

;r; 1:14.!ts in new sentepcesr. (Sentehce type is.p.I.So show)

1
;strutor. type "Lists Rbw means

xl,tbjete 3.09 3.77 3.77 4.36 4.03 3,3J s.15 5. 3-,

3,i9 2.98 3.11 3.39 3.77 3.14 - 3.00 3.28 '3.27

3 IS 7 3.S1 4.17. 4,09 4.32 3.38 3.10 4.17. 3.82

3.60 3.23 3.50 3.95 3.08 3.31 3.71 3,50
,

.

3:29' .. 3,64 Y,3.S1 3 .96 4.P.3 2.92 3,,04' 3.54

. 3.75 3:93 3.98 3.30 X3.57 3-87'

.

4.13' 3.:7.4 4-.17 3.33 -4.27 -41 3 33 '4.25 598.

, 4

, . 7' 5.5 3.5S 3.3g. -3.52 3.56 3.61

iiev to .;..!r,r-face type:

1 predictable, slim le

2 = ve , . predit: tab 'ley complex

, 3 = aeti unp're'di.ctable sing le

4 = active, unpredictable, complex

5 = plssive, predictable, si. 1e

comple

r, I U'npredi et.ab le , complex

= pas uriP. redi cr,?ib , sNimp i



the remainder of the sentences.
.

Acquisition sentences. These

sentelices,uSedin.experiment I.

--, Priming cues, There were four possible primers for:each sentehce; either

the logiCal.subject (pliis adjective), verb (plus adverb),:logical object.

,
'1 -

(plus adjective)- or.the'noun .(pluS -adjective) from the adverbial.:- phrase,

Experimental design. All the sentences were learned by emery-tt

`one group of36 Ss was given a-recall test immediately, while'la second

,
group of 36 Ss was tested after a retention interval of 48 hours." The

.,,

acquisitiomphase was exactly the same as that-of experiment I.

For the retention test, a further ?constrained random order of the

sentences-was generated, and then 'the cue words .were taken' from these

sentences forpresentation tattle Ss% Since each sentence possesSed

four possible cues, four lists of Cues wereconstructed, so'that each

sentence and each cue type appeared together exactly once for the

sake dl,',conVenienCe, this variable is referred to as Lists. Both

groups, of 36 Ss were subdivided into fourSub-groups oft9'S each,

'and at recall-eachsUb-group was given a different

Atparatus. As in the theitwo experiments, the PLATO equi.pmentmas

used.

Procedure. The'procedure at acquisitibn Was the same as' for ,experi

ment f; At retention, the Ss' were instructed that they woad be pre-t,
,-

sented With two cue words, and thatithey.then had to write out the

rest of. the sentence (Appendix 2, slides l822). They were then

shown a practice series of 3 cue word pairs for 35 seconds each, dur

112



ing which time they attempted torecaIl and write down the appropriate

sentence, During this time; a backgro id slide..Was displayed (Apen

slide 23), As at acquisition, three se onds before each trail ended

warning "three seconds left" .was projec ed at the bottom of the sere

Following-the practice items, it was ascertained that the Ss. underst

the procedure. Then, using the same proCedurel as for the practice

/ . t h e i n a n .1 re c a -test-began -during-whieh6-4-s-ets-o-f-cues-wer

to each S.

Results

For each sentence. the number of words correctly recalled.' without
N

regard to order) was scored. There were two sentences in `eachh of the

8 sentence.typ-e x 4 cue ,type categories, and the number of words cetrect

ob

(excluding the two cue words) in both sentences-, Were added-iogether,
SS

to give 32'seores per S. .
I

,Both the scoringsmethod and the combining of scores.,was .made nec-i
,..

essary because of the low level of recall, In order that the cell en-
. t

tries -were not preponderantly zero, it was first necessary 'to -g.ve
, vfr

5 credit for, any word that he remembered 'correctly,, and then it was

'still necessary, to . combine sentences in the manner described above

.,Eved so, the mean number of words correct for both .sentences added

togethor was only 4,64: or just over two words per sentence.

It is possible that in scoring only the number of words correct'

one penalizes the S who recalls. the core meaning of the sentence or
f .

phrase, but does not use the origirfai words to exp. reSs this meaning.

In order to test that possibi,kity the recall protocols were rated on .

a. four point scale each ..sntence contained four cleanly definable

113



content phrases, the subjeet,.verb, object and adverbial phrase. For

each phrase whose appropriate meaning was recalled,the S received one
1

i

:point. If the approximate meaning of the whole sentence was recalled,
,1 0

the S received-4 points

It was -found that a'S us ally clearly recalled phrase, or ,I did

not there, were.only a neglig ble numberof doubtful- 'cases. Two judges

, in all uta few_cas.es_(less than 196), there was

no disagreement. The relationship between the rated score and the

!fr

number of words correct was ex remelt' 'strong, making; these results eon»

sistent with that of Cofer (19 1) . The mean number of words correct

for each rating category 'and theie,distribution is shown in Table 20.

Because of the high correlation of the two sets of scores, the

number of'wordS correct was preferred as tfhe more sensitive measuf'e.

'these scores were analyzed with a 7 way analysts of variance.

The dsign-had two between subject factors; retention interval. (RI)
4

and Lists and'foUr 177'xthin-subject.factors, transformational- Com-

plexity (Tc) Predictability (Prd), Yngve depth (Yd) and Cue type

(Cues) The design was -completely crossed.. The Summary table is
,,,

shown in Table 21_-

OF themehn egects, Prd (p Yd (p-; .a001), and'Cues,
,t7

(p -00001).weie highly-significant, Tc was weakly signai.Cant-

while:RI and ListS were not significant;_

/Although Lists itself Was not significant. it did enter into some

. highiy significant interactions, These interactions indicate that to

. .
.

some dcgrou,:ii and sentence:, combine together non-additively, In
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TABLE 20

I

'

Mean number of wordSper sentences. correct frx:_,:each rating

I category and the proportiona01 clistribution of the number of

1. words Correot. per 5entence wit In each -cKegoxy..-:

Numbet:of'words

CsnmE,Lier sentence

1.920xtiqn of words :corrtsLEELslams:91
each cace767571ZTJTCR7Tevel of 'nutber of wards

correct

it,atim Categories

1 2

0 .50 , 0 1

1 .31 .09
2 .16. .34

3 .03 .39

4 .12

5 -
.04

,
.6 01.

7
8

. 10 (or *we) `

3

0.

,,09

.18 01

, 32
..

06

.23 '.y10

,,72 ,17
.06 ". ,26

.22

.09

.09
........... ......_ ---

i,,p0 1...00 1,00' 1,00

mean number of joorde

corecLEeteentence4 2,68

115
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TABLE 21

Analysis .of Variance Summary. Table for. Experiment. III

Sovirce 0 D.E. Sums of %lean F Si pi ficance

Squares - Squares Ratio Level

1 632.31 652.3;1

3 334.57 111.52

3 618.70 20643
.

164 11467.79 179.18

1 38.80 38.80 4.02 .405

1 2.30 2.30 .6 n.s.
. .

3 188.166 62.89 6.S2 .001

3 9.90 3.50 .34 n (S:

64 617.44 9.65

1 ./ 492.28 492.28; 41.52 .0001'

1 105.49 105.49
,

8.9\0 .005

3 73.33 2.64 2.23 n. s :1!7'40.-s,,

3 13.40' 5.01 .42 n.s.

64 758. 76 11 .86

it
1 266.10 266.10 3.-.69 .0001

1 7.45 7.45 :.11 n.s.

3 25.38 8.63 1.29 n.s..
3 87.04 2.90 ,/4.33 .01

64 429.('7-- 6.70

3 750. J2 250.31

'Ixti 3 123.33 41.44 3:3$

..... ,.. , . ..p 9 243.23 27.03 2.18'

'111 xi,: - ix,x:',.2p 9 39.43' 4.38 .35

Ss xrep 192 2381.03 12.40

1 .10 .10 .01 n.6,,

1 37.26 37.26 ..'. 13.71 n.s.

3 92.04 30..68 3.03 .05

2 .). 00 7.63. .76 n.s.

Lists

R1xLit ts

,

Tc

RI xTc

Lists xTc

xListsxIc

Ss.,xTa

XPrd

AP-rd

:4! rd

S- r.'

-

p.rAya

3

Tr yard

Xt:

s x'rc xPr.i 64 645. en 10.05

....!.... ..

1. :'; 4. 38 21.38 2.83 n.s.
P.I.-1.. -.'..1 --- 1 16..17 _. 1q.1 7 1.87 Iv. s .



ListsxTCxYd

21..4istsidcxYd-. 3

'Ss XTcxYd' 64

TcxRep . 3 _.

RI xTcxRep v. 3

'Lis tsxTcxRep > > 9

RIxListsxTcx.Rep 9

. rSsxTcxRep ... 1192
, -

PrdxYd P .4. 34 3.02 _. 343.02.- - 22.34 -

RixPrdxYd I 37..26 ..7q.. 26 .2,43." n.s.

Li.s-tsxPrd'd .. 3 7.31 2.44 .16 n.s.
. ,

RI xl,ist'AxPrdx:Yd :- 5 14..15 4.72 . ;. 31 Al . s .

Ss xnrixYd 64 -..9 82. 79 - -15. 36
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other words, a particurar cue depends for its effect not only on the
, 4

,Sentence type- (active? predictable or whatever) . but aiso on the unique

4haracteristiCs of Particular sentences The impli'cation's of the in-

A/414P.,teractions involving Lists is not entire3,y clear, but Where'they exist

they do setN notice that a particular relaiionsh4p depends in signif,

!cant part on properties of the sentence other than those measured' y

the experimental variables,

chara,cterutic of the analysis stiMmarized: inTable 21 is

the very large variance due to Ss, VariO.tien between 4Ss accounted, for

28% of the total variance., as against 4% for. ,the *Old and .7% for the new- .

sentences in experiment I. .pne, consequence Of:this situation is __th4t,

r::tention Interval, a between sulljeCt variable, is not - significant,

even though the difference between the means is compart.le with other

difierences , Another possible consequanCe''iS.interaction be-
-

tween Lists -and Ss', Because S was nested in Latts.,'S tOe existence of

such an interaction cannot be tested, but it segais; likely that c.. least

some me of the differences ostensibly due to -Lists may-have -,actua,lly been

due to SS. The means of the main experiMental ...effect, and their in

.4 I ..;;44-4,4,4

teractions are shown; in th q. 4:L.1

Unprudictab le shtencos were -learned and. retained t6 a higher

level than predictabk:ones; and simple sentences. Were loarng4 and re-

tamed more effectively...than complex.ones. Of the cues, the Object

t.,.as most effective. followed by the subject, adverbial phrase and verb

in that order. The verb was significantly. inferior to the other. thi.ee.

cue,, (p 001) and the obj7tt was more effective than, the next best
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Retention

TABLE 22

. of

Means' forexperiMental main effect's, and interactions

with retention interval.

:c -Pre

Interval. Act

0 hrs 5.02

i 'L '3 4.00'

Col mean's 4.51

,

eff..7~.$) '

1.>1z-,11

CInt4ractioi)

Pass Prd Unprd

5.30 4.49 5.84

4. 4 3.87 4.36

4.7i 4.1& 5.10

Sin? Comp Subj Verb Obj Ath P

5.56 '.77

4.40 3.83

-4.98 4.30

.0001 Ain,

n.s. .005

4

5.35 3t97 6.18 5.15 5.16

4

.4.42 3.57 4.49 3.99

4.89 3.77 5.34- 4:57
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T ALE

MeanS for the inteVaCtienof Cue
type with transformational complexity,
predictability, and Yngve depth.

r

4

0

Tc

Active Passive

Predictability

Prd Unprd Simple Complex

403 3.34 . ..5227 4.50

3.17 4.08 3,74 3.80

5.00 3.o7 5..R1 4.86

3.81 5.32 5.10 4,.03
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0

J

31
. .

Means for Ithe Yngve depth x Predictability interaction

Ptedictable

e X 4 22

5 82

4.3

ficance Level
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The difference between the subject and the

adverbial phrase was-not significant'..

These interactiong4among the experimental, variables are large enough

to deserve" mention. Predictability interacted with retention interval

< .005) ; Tc with cue type (p < .005) and Yd with predictability (p . 0 5 ) .

The int eractipn of-Prd with7R1ts-due-ta-the7fact tfratIrd-ha1-amudh

greater effect at immediate recall than 48 hours later, although the dif=
. .

/ _

ferenct is still'sfgnificant for the later interval .(p<... Obl) The inter-

action of Tc with cue type is due to the significantly greater- efficacy

of the object in passive as opposed to active sentences (p.<.001). The

interaction of Prd with Yd is .due to the greater recall of simple ,unpre-

. .dictable sentences.



O

DISCUSSION

The aim of these ttib experiments was t'o examine the relationship

between three sentence variables (transformational complexity (lc),

Predictabififty (Prd) and~ surface'structure compaexiTor Yngve depth

(Yd)), and retention,. In the 'first experiment, retention was assessed

by a recognition method, and in the second. experiment, it -was measured

by cued or primed recall.

'Effect of 'sentence type on retention

.Recognition. In the first experiment,' high Prd and low Yd (gimpl

sentences) resulted insignificantly better recognition of old sen-

tence s at bo.th the zero, and 48 hour ..retention intervals, even though

the overall level of retention declined significantly over the 48 hour

period. Transformational cornpleility was not significant, active and
tl,a.

passive sentences being recognized equally well.

The detection of new sentences did not depend on either Tc, Prd

or Yd, but rather -on the nature of the diStractor -type of the new sem-

tence and the length of the retention interval. 'however, the deteCt-

ability of low Prd new sentences, declined significantly more over

the 48 hour retention period than high Prd sentences, a result par-:
8

by a non-significant trend in the old sentences,
4.

The distractors were obtained by either a word change (rep lacj.n g

the logical subject, verb, logical object, or the ,noun from the ad-
r

verbial phrasetwith an appropriate synonym). or a position shift (mov-
.

ing the verb Is adverb to the:. front of the sentence, or changing, the

. adverbial.'phrase to an adjacent intermediate or extreme position in

124
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the sentcence)... The d-istractor type had a-considerable. effect on the de-

The object was associated with "significantly

118

higher, and the verb with Significantly Rower detection scores, withthe

subject and asiverbial phrase noun being intermediate. The effect of

positien shift was a simple. function of the amount of_ shift, .with. adja-.

cent shifts being the leasti, and the extreme.- shifts being the most de-
,.

testable. There was a 'significant interaction

val and distractor type. The detectability of word changes did not

change, over .the 48 hour. retention interval, whpreas the detectability

of position shifts declined 'markedly, particularly in the case of the

adjacent shift,.

Cad recall. In the cued recall experiment, high Prd andlow Yd re_

suited in significantly better xecall at both the zero and the 48 hour

retention intervals,. even though- the over all leyel of, retention de-'

tuned over the 48 hour period. Passiwe sentences were recalled- better

than active' ones but the significant interaction of Tc X Lists, makes,

9

the treality of this result rather questionable.

Unpredictable sentences were recalled much better at the zero re -'

tention interval than after 48 hours, even though the effect of Prd.

was still evidence-then. This result parallels the outcome of the re-.

'cognition 'experiment, Another result which parallels one from first\ ,v

experiment is-the refatively high 1evel of recall. .of simple unpredict-
- -

able sentences compared with complex unpredictable ones..

.
The effect of cue type (logical subject, verb, -logical 'object or

the noun from the adverbial plira4e)/ was highly significant. The objec.-./t

Was the most effective cue, and thie.verb the least: effective with the(

1,



subject and the adVerbia4 phrase noun being intermediate. OverNthe 48

.

hour retention interval, the differandeS.between theSe cues fall away 4.

to some degree, the decline in effectiveness as a cue being less for-

the subject than for the object. Que type interacts with,Tc in that

the object in a passive sentence is a highly effective tue whereas the

noun from the adverbial phrase is much less effective in a, passive than

Theories of memory of sentences

In the intro tiOn a number of theories of memory of sentences

were outlinedi.and we now turn to the question of -the extent to which

the-evidence of theSe present experiments Supports them.

Surrogate structure theory. :rherewere four. families of theories dis-'

cussed. The first is exemplified by Pompi & Latkman (19,67) who pro-

posed:that what is stored are surrogate structures, based (in part) on

the word order of the:originaltext and the associative relations of

those words, but not necessarilycOntaining any copies of representa-
.

.tions of either the actual words. orrthe grammatical structureAinking

;Ahem (pp ,34 -35 above)...

If thii theory holds, then one mi.ot expect that word change dis-

tractors would be detected less readily than position shift.distractors,

since the former would not be-seMantically inconsistent with the re-

thaining words (thus pre ervinglthe associative retations), while the

ldtter change word order,, which. is retained to some de-

gree in the surrogate structure, Position shifts are certainly de-
-

. \ -2
tooted more-readily immedigtely after learning; but 48\hours later

there-is na,difference,between word:change and position hift.
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distractors, depending on the amount of shift,'no differences would be

predicted between theword change distractors. The Predicted differ-

ences did arise in,the first case, Ilat there were significant differ-

ences amongst, the word change distractors as Well. If the surrogate

Structures Are actually formed, then they -are--independehtof'neither

the actual words in the text, nor their-grammatical role.

Structural varia es suc as c and Y

but clearly S4rfa&e structure complexity exerts a considerable influence

on learn ink.- If associative relations are important,' then unpredictable

sentences should be more difficult 'to learn, but this.,was not "the case,

in fact, the reverse was true.
. .

+.

More evidence which tells against the Pohpi-Lachman position comps

from the 'finding that the number of words.coirect in the cued recall

?experament was strongly related to the amount of sentence content re--
. .

re-

called If the se'ntence's- were stored as Surrogate structures then one

would not expect that retail would be necessary-in terms,of'the original

words of the sentences, but, that paraphrase. would be as frequent as ver-,

batim reproductioti.

Surrogate structure theory derives from Gestalt theory, and per-

hap more immediately from Bartlett (1932). It seems clear that it'is

o

iadequap, principally for the reason that its forebears faiIed--it

lacks a mechanism for handling fixed traces and the relation between-

thet.' , .

.

Mnemic Abstraction theory% The second family of theories that we con-
7

,sidered tries tO"meet the fixed trace problem of the Gestalt theory,
77

yet:preserve its dynamic flexibility b positing some mechanism of
.s.

112 7
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abstraction which takes and stores the core teaning'of a ientente.

Gomulicki (1956) has offered the most precise statement of this type

of theory, claiming that an S omits unimportant words,' and phrases so

that what is remembered is an action-agent-effect unit.

The present resultSrun somewhat counter to those of GOmulicki.

,He found that verbs were best rett ed, followed'by:agents (the

logical subjects), followed-bythe

object) . In th.e4irst experiment, verb's were detec+ least readily

"followed by -subjects, with objects being detected best of ai.1

same relation held in the second experiment, where objects py

the most effective-cue, and verbs the least effective.

An abFtraction theory would predict that adverbial phrases would,

be the mess poorly rememberedt since they are external to the action-.

agent - effect unit, but both the detectability and the cue value of the

H.)bjett were better than those,of the yerb,andalmest as 1pod as those

of the. subject. Another prediction.from abstraction theory is that word

changes-should be more detectable tan position shifts,.since.the action-

.

agent. effect unit should depend more.on the actual words than on their

order, but his prediction was not confirmed by the first-,experiment.

Dag structure theory. A third theory comes from transformational

4

grammar.'- In one vetsion (Miller, 1902) . it is argued that an important

determinant of ledrnability is the number of transformations intervening

between the base structure of a sentence .(Which.is stored) and.its sur-
.

face structure; A kernel sentence (the core meaning).is stored plus

grammailcar tags which indicate pheOler or not the sentence is passive,

128
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thelocation of the...,adverb etc: the'se two Components are stored sepa-

,.

rately.

The: present experiments' do not -Support these notions actand

122

passive sentences (the latter, according to Miller., requiring one more

intervening transformation) being equally easy to recognize, and passive

sentences being rather easier to recp. If the semantic and syntactic

information is stored 'separately, then variables affecting them should

not interact; but predictability (a semantic variable) does interact with,

both Tc and Yd, two4syntaCtic variables. MoreOver,' Miller's theory Prb-

vides no means of explaining the differences 'in performance at the.zero

and 48 hour retention intervals.

The Miller view has been criticized on other, grounds (pp. 38-39,

above) and, a more general and somewhat different version has been put

forward by Fodor E Garrett (1966). They argue that what is stored is

some repiesentation of the deep structure, and the important variable
o.

is not the number of transformations intervening between the'deep struc-

ture of a. sentence, but the clues to deep structure that'are present in

the surface structure. In addition, they agree with Chonmkyj1965) that..

0

all ,meaning bearing elements are present in the base, among which is the

passive.,

Such \a viety would predict that word position shifts would be more

poorly detected, than ward changesf since the former involve optional trans-

formatiOns that axe not el vant to the structurb'of the base, while the

latter involve eleiiients o th= base. The results'of the first experiment

contradict this prediction.
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It would be also predicted that.sentenceI with a complex surface

structure should be more(difficult to learn because the number of trans-

formations intervening between the surface and deep structures, is great-

er. In both experiments; high Yd sentences were the more difficult .0

Surface structure theory.

tance of surface structure

A fourth type of.thtory-empasizes the impor-

. Prciponents of this position (e,g..Johnson,

1

1

196$) usually-assert that what is stored are chunks Whose boundaries ar

derived froikthe surface structure of the sentence. Chunks may, of

course, be nested within one another as in tree diagkams,

a -

0

A variation on this view comes from Martin, Roberts & Collins(1968)

,
/

who clim that when a sentence .is learned, its grammatical structure is
:"

firs: determined .(a task, that varies in difficulty according to the sur-
.

'face structure complexAy of the sentende), and then word classes au..

differntilly processed into memory, depending on their importance for

the sentence,

It seems reasonable to suppose that such a theory would predict that

distractors which involve rearranging chunk order (word position shifts)

would be easier to detect than distractors which merely changed words,

and did not interfere with the chunk structure, That in fact, was the

case for immediate retention.: However, after 48 hours the differences

between the two types of distractors had vanished, which%suggests that

,

chunks based on surface'structure are not critical for J.,TM. .

-
Complexity 'Of surface structure was,pdictably important,(Simple

10'

slentence,; were learnt more readily than complex ones.),(but.the theory

does-ndt.have any means for dealing with .either semantic variables, or

tO o
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"STM Lill

provide a

differences; both fairly serious drawbacks. Hopieve'r, its.does

partial account of the differences- that were found. between the

cues and the word change distractors, If what is stored are nested -thunks,

,
i *

followint the tree diagram of the original sentence, thervit might be
. .

,:...

reasonably expected that the associative, bonds between the chunks'were a

.

function of the clesentSs .of their ir40:,-Itnks... It is clear that in the

case of a simple type 6ttree thabljedt5isilinked most closely to the

verb. on one side, and an adverbial 'phrase on the other, whereas all ;he

. _

other main constituents have only one such close Jinkage. Nevertheless,

r

this account a.s insufficient, as it does not account for the inferierity

of the verb both. as a diStractor -and a bC0e, or doeS it handle the

situation where the tree is differently structured

,1".ime Problems and theoretical, suggestions
0

It. can be seen that although none of theSe theori s can be Un-

quivocally;rejeated, none of them are satisfactory. he main.Probleut

raised by :these experiments are

I. The unexpected effects of sentence predictability.. Contrary to what

might be 'expected (Rubenstein & AbOrn, 1958; Slamecka, 196.4), unpredictable

sentences were learned bitter tian'predictable ones.

The Unexpected differences between .word change distrctors and the

cues, in particular the significance of the object in memory, and the
.

relative Unimportance of the verb.
$ vi

. .
.

...
.

5. The relation between
.

LTM and STM, especially as. exhibited in the

changing effects of predictability and word position shift distractors

over the retention interval: One cannot have d meaningful theory of

131
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-

memory without time as a variable, and none of the four theories have

bothered with it The absence of the time variable, makes the theories,

inherently untestable because -each retention interval will have a dif-

. #

ferent pattern of empirical findings (pore, or less) for comparison with

the. theory:

4. The relation between syntactio and semantic variables, in particular

betwegn'Prd on the one hOnd and Ydion the other.

. .

could have taken 'Place as fellows. On being confronted with a sentence,

a S transferS it to som Ilhere he resolves.it -into disurface struc-,

,
ture tree. This is a relatively ,non-controversial assumption as there

is plenty of :evidence. that surface structure is'important in,sentence

perception (Neisser, 1967) , aslvelL as in sentence learning. The S

theh the sentence by abstracting the meaning beating elements

of th sentence and linking them together so" that the reldenShip be

tween is preserved. This 'may, be done, via an image, or ap N140 .,but the

, . .

basic requirement is that the elements end the relationship between

them be encoded. For example, consider the following sentence;
172

f121 The musCular:spinster defenestrated thd' :amorous

ledger on to the blushing roses below.

There are two key images : the first is of a muscular spinstF de,

fenestraEing, and the second is of the amorous lodge on °his way froirr

the .window to the roses-. It may be noted that the least important .we'rd
646

is the verb,_as it is implied in both tirsubject's and the objects

Image, The next most' iJm,,ortani is the locative (the adverb of place);

since it is partly implied in the 'moving lodger' image.

132
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It is of course, a purely speculatiye notion, but it does not seem,

implausible that an S, once he has resolved the tree of a sentence, breaks

it into, its most important semantic components, 'and then builds on them

in some way. If he does act in this way, the factors affecting his learn-

a
ing rate would:'be the complexity of.the tree, and the learnability of the

key words (and their links) of the sentence, which would depend on well

established variables (in other contexts) like frequency, concreteness

and vividnegV,

f!

A

1

In a recognition task an S presumably compares the input to his
P.
. .

memory trace-, matching first on the basis of well remembered features,

, J ,e
and then checking the less important featureS of the 'sentence. In a

curd retail task, thei4 presumably seeks a match for the stimulus,and

t:;en generates'. a sentence basedon the items which are associativeiyo

with the matching,trace, Of course, the recognition's and cued

recall situations are vastly more complicated than this, but these re-
.

marks` are sufficient for our present purpose.

A model suph as the one described might,make the following pre- \
dictions. Since the 1.1rface structure is most Important at.a.cqUisition;

but may be discarded once the core of a sentence has been Committed to
. '4

memory, then word positions shifts should berelatively More important

\than wbtd changes for immediate retention than 48 hours later.. This

was the case. Because their surface structure trees are more easily

decoded, simple sentences should be lear'n mote easily than complex

ones, and this expectation was confirmed. Since:unpredctablesen;

tences evoke unusual and.rather vivid images, the? Componentmie

1313 65'
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linked more readily toget Vein desteroff effect) , and s
,

they sliet;14 lye.,1earnf.34 more
-

s
Since thei-e was consider4ble time 'pressure on the St,- it .m4..ght be

predicted that in cases whei-e they hied to are'code,dcorvlqk tree., as -
. ..; ;,- '-

well as lea*Peunpredictable relationshEps,,perfOr. world 'sufft.
..... .. ni. p cuarThere was some evidence to support :this pliseda:ctioartilly in ..

- .... . Y

,
. 1 ''..-

the second experiment , bait. -it was 'not: strong, ..,
,

,
:,, . ,; (,,.

..,.Thqde ion of new sentences and the differences'b-etween the

various .cues were closely related. The object was an easily detected

distractor and an excellent 'cue, whereas the verb was neither; TlaiS
.M3

finding' follows. naturally fro4 the model described above. The two
' 1 , I

0.

key torrperients are the
subx

jec- end the object. These, then, are

committed first "to me,mory, followed by the adverbial phrase, as an
) ,

'4.

adjunct to the Object, The -verb, being implied by both the subject

r.

and the -object is, in a sense, redundant, so it is added last; i,f
;r-at all. Hence the verb, is detected very poOrly. The results of S'achs

(I067) are releah-,t here. She found that word Position changes were

t.ell detected at first, but performance rapidly declined, as in the.
present case. She also found `that passivisaiion was poorly detected,

a re:suit she'.was not able to explain. The passive transformation, of

-* course operatesen the Verb, and since the verb is poorly stored

anyway, it is not surprising .t"hat transformations on it are' not.de;- .

n

When she changed the subject - object relationship, -detection -.
13

,wa.very gbod, an _outcome...consistent with the 'present results.

sl

4.
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.1

'In sum, m4mOry for sentences, seems to depend to a considerab. e
?-,,

$

extent .variables well established in .verbal learning such as vivid7

\

tness,.cOncrer.unes -and STEM, as well as the coiPipxy of structural

relations bt:tween individual words. Using simple me ores like these,

it seems possible to account for a reasonable amount of the variance',

in sentence acquisition.

to
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a

s appendix. contains the 64 experimental n-r.enceS which were learned.

144

by the s both experiments.

puddi
The tidy. carpenter carefully threw the metal dish in the shallow

The icy pepsi 111 rys t mug, was, demurely sanded by the To-
,

ant queen

hushed

-----
__----

, I ,

i The bronzed pioneer tr. a hush
J

. one . excitedly .related niS own
, i

.,,
,

history.

rare

j

The keen birdwatcher soon signted Atli his ,strong binoculars a

At thebusy airport the tedious

alien traveller..

the

the

The weak patie

!'
.was slapped savag

ay was.'sdOn resented by. the

v.. by the medical sister with.

wet'towet.,

The thin mim r \was loudly honoured.

lengthy applause.."

The friendlY/p ysician wAs always' greeted with courteous nods

if the gigantic theatre by

A L

til e 'hospital Matron.:

During the brief crisis the frenzied mob as greatly stirred

y its own fear;
A

The brown rabbit 'anxiously eyed the circling eagle 'in the clears.

sky,

hooligan.

si

4

The blind .adultpolitely led through the misty for st the rude



new

The- rich director in 'the filthy bus sternly, disc

The scared cows during the storm were kindly soothed by several

.Ma or facts.

With a happy smile the pretty ypist often inhaled

I

The ancient, king bent regally With an, impressive dignity,

ggarled frame.
.

LaForeign p Slices are wrongly moulded by verbal radicals in the

eastern towns..
,

The s UM, acrobat with 'unique ability: swiftly. leapt into

bright light.

Into the shocked onlookers the fresh peach was d tly socked_ by

the-surly dentist,

The sleeping hiker beneath the cool shelter was abruptly.woken--

by'chirping robins.

The majestic trout was gladly returned by the ravenous hunter to

the wide river.

commander.

The fragile doll -in Irwreck" by the tall,
I



The in er or side fought bravely its tou h oppOnents
1

bitter , finish .

a .

A prl ed medal was graciously rkffered by the c lamrman to thp

146.

to the

. ,

perspiring. athiete
v4 r

\ In tt e locals

St:Ir;

r.

ore -are obsery At -hei er na y mended the tottOn

The

The

Un! ve rsi

the

hand.

wealthy ea 1 contentedly lived in

mi itant assist was lavishly reat

Pr sident.

4
beggar was briefly ov

e Negro ghetto' his Iasi'

d withgfflied veal by

rcome on he damp seatJj harp.

In ithe mink coat the bar foot pupil hastily took .the admiral's

A

The ban teller che Tfully .carried alOng the' butpy road the

Stolen money,
,1 0.

The stone chur l was loyally supported by the smalil village in
. 0

ulany ways.

users.

s'hOwers.

The storm ladies drunkeilly. enjoyed in the tempeiance club the

1n-de:rap crannies fresh pastry was perpetually consumed by heroin

The assive elm in the mild weather was thinly sprayed with soft

Cotktall banqbet,

The snarling pup with brutal.' pressure was roughly, hit' by the

grim policeman.

1\53



IThe clever. lecturer frog' -tile
a

1.

precious notes.

The fiery speaker p oclaigied defiantl

renowned, college o

147

ce forgot his

avewal.

eve his. single

Th
.1southernToIitietan lustily yodel ,man, door cha

The g udy shirt beneath 0.41. robes wa. gaily -di ..played by the graVe

cardinal}

The' tired artist in pale blue pyjamas solemnly addressed the empty

senate.

e tame squirrel. grasped nimb,ly with an easy grace a swaying

The scarlet pants were proudly ChOsen for special trips by the

dignified chauffeur.

In twe days 'the

wary landlor

Th

The
.

rueful s:.o...rt.

foreign occupant was warmly a cepted by the

I.

stocky felo fOr/a few Icookies silen=ly raided the fuly

CyniCal nel

(b.

- ;

sman expose xecently the secret betrayal with a

The grey kangaroo joyously-trampled th growing barley w th his

C 1 uusy tread.

On the lonely shore bearded sailors eagerly fried a tasty omelette.

Frdm his fast jeep the county .sheriff quick_ly" drew out his trusty

pitoi

154
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/The-bklhap iy nation ti as

some:/decades.

The, nco th bishop ti as hugged passionately in the

grieviously torn byi virulent1pestilences

nn by

,prim spins

The sle

ungry serpents.

7

stillness.

lc beaver on the floatinWaft was greedily followed by

In the waiting taxi the loud eruption suddenly ended the-tense

At early daybreak some stale custard was shyly d posited by the

dark postman.

The alert author into the whirling tornado merrily drove an old

truck.

face.

friar.

The4.verbose host accidentally shook a.dusty mop in the janitor's

\\,

.The weary pony-waS gently utted.:afong the stony paths by...the Vald

The pray:ing native s cruelly killed in thegrimy but by the

Christian paCifist.

The shaking minister nervously.Oliced the Ioadedweapoon the

tiled roof'.

nth-much ca.e themali. package was lovingly hidden by his aunt.

The ugly boss was grandly entertained by the peer cleaner with
,

'Swiss liqueur

The raucous jury was 'boldly given by the miserable prisoner a

frve whisky.

The freckled youth

clear waters.

1 5 511,

51leepishly washed hi. grubby hands in the



Instructions

Slide. 1.

APPENDIX 2

en to the subjects in experi -nts 1 4 2.

WELCOME TO.PLATO

fr

You are about to take part in an

experimenton_memory for sentences.

Press the space bar four
more instructions. .

.

1

156

.

t-
1'
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;

°s o

* Slide 2.

E h scAntence will be shown for
25 seconds on this screen. During
that timeiyOu must write-down the
senience in the booklet on your
right.

\

To Conti

"Pres the Space bad"

157



A

ide 3.

I

L

As ou write down each sentence;
try to emorize it. Later on, you
will be sted to see how effective
your -memory is.

Press the spa bar.

158



Slide 4.

152.

rr

Write quickly. Three seconds
before the next sentence is going
to be presented, the wo -s "three
seconds left" will appeer,towards

bottom of the screen'. This is
a''signell to hurry.



Slide S.
C

0

To ensure that you understand the
procedure, you will be...given a set- of

practice sentences to learn.
Before learning the *sentences , you

may want to review the instructions.
If so, press the key marked' B, and
you 'will.,back 'up' through the instructions.

1i u.Whoe.n.you are satisfied. 'that yo
kr.61.4 what to do, press t e space bar,
and the sentences will bc. displayed,
one gt a time, for '25 secs, each

.
.-

Press the space; ;-)ar.

a

160

153

0



r
1i Lie 6.

G

Write down and learn this
sentence aS quick y as possible.

0 4

'

16. I,



5licle 7.

,
That completes the list of

N

sentemps.

O

162



11.

A

Slide

156

If you have any c.6stions at
all; raise your hand and 'call an

experimenter.
If you feel gull% .confident)

about the Procedure,, press the( space

b'ar to continue.

a.

.

163

'

0
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Slide 9.

You will ndv be presented with .

68 sentences to7itekdown and learn,
/7



158

'We come, now to the retption test:
In this-test 'Sentences ti ii1 be resented

you one at a. time
Some of theSe sentenCes from.

the, list tha.tyou learned, others' will
be new, although thoewill be similar to
the "old" sentences. in the list that you
learned.

' the sentence shown is from the list
that you learned, press the key ma.rked
"ola", If the sentence is new .that,
it was not on fife, learning list) pres I

the key marked "neW".

Press the space bar.



Slide 1..

You will only. have out 7 seconc16,

n which to indiCate WI tfier or not the

Sentence is old-dt newt and to make:your
'confidence judgment. H

Three seconds before the next seri

tence is presented;-the Words;"three
seConds left' "' Will appear towards the

_bottom of the screen.



After hiving pressed the 0.01.d"'tr
"new" key ;. the next task I

dicate how confident you are that

you pressed the correct kay.

To make this-judgment, press one of
the keys mai.ked-1,,2, 3, 4, 5, or 6,

where:

(Pfess the space bar to see
.what thee numbers mean),

167
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'Slide 13...

Y *

a

t.

1 = completely -(400 %) sure that the re-
.

--spotij'e cort0,0;.,

2 = 80% sure that the .resporise was correct-

3 = 6.0% sure that the response was correct.

4 40% surethat the IrespOnse was correct

S ---. 20% sire that the response was correct. (
/

6 = no idea (0% certainty) ..whether or not
the response was correct.

Press the space bar

r

Vo

'1 6 8

a
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\\

Slide

Three points to remeMber:

1. Press. the "old" or "new." button

as sOon as you can, but do not,
forget that you .are allowed only
one resptase.

1V.i.%'ays press a key. If -you' do.
not kn-v., .the .anst.yer, then -guess.

';hen making your-Confidente
Ltd pents , use as Many, of the

ix .cate gOri es 'AS you. can.

t*.11.2r: you have the; points fixed in
your memry, press the space belt.

2:

t 6 9



ti

a

f>

Slide is.

1

163

TO summarize, in the retention test, .

one 'sentence will bx presented at a .
time. If it is from the original list
that you learned, presS key "old".
If-it is a new sentence, press key.
"new".

v r 5'
.

''
.Then indicate how confident you are
that your' xesponse was correct by d
pessing 'one 0V-the keys 1 (100%

$1,1re).. 2 (80% sure) , 3 (60 sure),

4 (40% sure) , 5 (200 sure)`, 6 (Ws,
3.4re).'

O

170
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Slide
0

You can review any .o.rthe
ins ructions 'by pres.sing key B.

To ensure that you understand the
procedure you will be given-a short
practice test;

-
If you are confident that you

understand what to do, press- the
soave bar.

.;-

or.

,

1.4
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Slide 17.

1

IndiCatewhether this se tence is
"old' or "new" by pressi g key "old"
or key."new".

Indicate how confident you are that
your response is Correct by pressItg

on of the keys:

'2 3 4 5 6

1!00",i ,
(60% V(40% (20° 4 (0%

s!rZe) , sure) _sure) sure) sure),



166

We come now to the:retention test, -In-
this test two cue words chosen from one

the'sentence that was in the list that
you learned will be presented to you, one
'pair of words at a time.

,

,

Your task is !,to write down as much of the
remainder o.the sentence as you can
remetber,.

Press the,space bar. ,

U-

t.



it

Fo examp1 if the Original
sente ca

"onl .a knave, can move
the levers of political

'Dower", 1,r

the tt o words might *1
"politi-cal power"

75P;;:i tti .son.c'e bar.,

4
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0
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0:

Slide 20.

The, booklet in which ,the sentences
are to be written is .next to the.
keyset.,

to provide an example, the first
sentedce is already,written in.

Press the space bar

4

3

o

n



0

4"

Slide 21.

I

L.

41.

.169

if you want. tO,reyie4 any of the
,instructions, preikey-13, to back up-.

-.WhIn you feel that you understand
procedure, press next..



. 4

Slide 2

170

First, there, is a short praCtice
test. You wiir on get 35 seconds,
so you will have t write quickly.

Three `treconds, efore the next iitxtr
of cue words is-1)resented, the words
"three seconds left" will appear

I towards the bottom of the screen.

Pr t,., t -he space ba'it.
-e

7

.1



t; Write out the rest of
toe santelr at; qui.';1.1)
as possa hie.

1 7,$

L



You .will now be presented
with -.68 pairs of cue words;
one pair at a time.
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